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1 leet Battle Tactics. 
f 

It is trite to say that in approaching the stuay of Naval avar-

fare under present conditions,we have before us a problem that is 

not one wholly new,but also one as to which we have to guide us 

little or no practical information, on which to base any certain-. 

conclusions. 

We haves three recognized weapons,the familiar (un,ham and 'or- 

pedo; familiar in name,but save one,most urifarnzllar in use,iri place 

of the one with which our forefathers had to trouble the ;selves; 

for as to board ing,when it came to that,the hour for science was 

over .and that of simple orute force was begun. 

Of our three weapons we have experience in the use of one,the 

sun; experience 1 mean,to a greater or less extent,unaer the actu-

al condition of use at sea; although there is doubtless a tendency 

on the part of many of us to choose,for our little expenditures of 

amnunition,eomiitions or wind and weather which will favor a good 

target report. Mill we must all have had forcibly impressed upon 

us the fact that our guns are on a very restless platform, and must 

have imbibed a certain indifference to the wonderful accuracy of 

modern guns at very long ranges. Their great advantage to us lies 

in the flatness of their tra3ectory at moderate ranges, in the in-

crease of the point blank and low elevation ranges. There is lac,i 

ing to our service experimental knowledge of the comparative accu-

racy of guns fired nearly in the fore anaaft line in a sea way; 
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the Intelligence Office has no data as to the comparative accuracy, 

under the same conditions,of guns fired in broadside and those 

fired at targets ahead or astern; nor am I a :are of any adequate 

reports from more advanced navies. It seems orobable,however, ttlat 

the greatest sou"ce of bad firing,that which springs from frequent 

and rapid changes of elevation of the piece through the rolling of 

the ship,would be much lessened in those pieces. given in the posi-

tion most unfavorable for broadside guns with the sea aoeam or a 

little forward of it,the suns lying fore and aft would be compara-

tively steady,the axis of the bore would swing through out a small 

vertical arc. 

As regards the ram it is herd to see how practical tests of a 

very satisfactory character are to be made. We have been told that 

ramming drills have been instituted in Russia between launches or 

very small v ssels,ard such drills must be very much better than 

nothing at all. It (must be something,nay zt) is a good deal to 

have learned the difficulty of hitting another boat on the wing,arid 

a very salutary lesson to have found your enemy in such a position 

that you cannot dodge him. but from these mimic combats it is a 

long step to the pilot house of a ram meant for the line of battle, 

and handling her at a high speed among other ships. Nevertheless 

good working maxims for ramming contests may oe deduced from these 

mimic contests. 
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The torpedo admits of more thorough practical test,without risk 

of doing damage. Its range,time of Ilight,accuracy under varying 

conditions can all be settled, everyth ing but the personal equation 

When discharged from a large ship,or a ship in contest with an 

equal,t,here should be no greater demand for nerve than when firing 

a gun from the same; in an attack by small torpedo boats,or by vex 

sels very vuln=rable as compared with the ship assailea,the strain 

on the nerves will be greater. In all sham battles of torpedo 

boats against ironclacs, I should,in estimating the results,be in-

clined to alloy► lamely for the tact that the men in the boats !{nip 

they would not be sunk; not that there are not plenty of men bola 

enough to carry through such enterprises,the history of torpedo 

warfare,young as it is,shows this fully; but I think it may be safi 

ly said,and the whole history of warfare proves it,that all desp~IL 

at enterprises which require not only courage,but skill used with 

coolness are peculiarly open to failure; the men who,holding their 

lives in their hands,with the chances against them,can seize the 

right moment,neither too soon nor too late,are exceptional. In a 

navy relying to any extent on torpedo boats, large practise should..' 
- 

be lead to find out the good shots; then it would be necessary to 

count upon a large percentage of failure among these good shots,f 

from various. causes,in time of battle. 

I think from such considerations as I have mentioned,and there 
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are aoubtless many more that night be brought forwara,the absolute 

and relative value of these three weapons must as yet oe c ons iaer 

matters of opinion. That a l2 or ld" shell striking fairly on 

the turret or water line of an irrncj.ac would oe most cisastrous; 

that it would likewise be disastrous to oe ran~ned squarely in your 

largest compartment; or to have a torpedo explode under the most 

vulneraole part of the hull may oe fairly concedea; ana the ques-

tion may yet remain, in determining your choice of your princ ipal 

weapon,which of the three is likely to hit most often anc most 

fairly,and at the same time expose you yourself to the newest 

chances of danger. 

In weighing this question here, 1 will define the sub3ecu; per-

haps I should rather say exclude those operations which,though be-

longing to the navy,are not here touched upon. 

The subject allotted to me is more particularly that of hand-

ling comparatively large scuadrons; and does not involve the `Tac-

tics of single ships,unemL~arrassed or unhelped by canrades,nor on 

the other hand the question of the attack or defense of coasts di-

rectly. Whatever views 1 may advance have referenc then to a sea 

going fleet,to its composition and movements; and 1 would like to 

take advantage of this particular place to disclaim any intention 

of speaking with authority or with any but the greatest oiffiaenca. 

I have tried to arrange and digest such matter. as has come in my 



way,to re ti ct upon the conditions of the problem now before us, 

ana to apply to it such principles and maxims found in standard 

works on war in general as seemed of universal application. 

The problem before us then ras several successive steps for 

solution. 

1st. To ascertain the real capabilities of each arm and to es-

timate its consequent probable value in action. 

grid. To deauce therefrom which is the real uackbone of the 

fleet and which the accessories. 

arc. To cAtermine,within Units the relative proportions of 

each in a given f legit, keeping in view of course  the special duty 

of such. fleet. 

4th. Having thus the components of the fleet to oeouce the 

best cispositions for developing the full power of each ar!n,and. 

for combining all there at any stage of an engagement; so as to 

bring out the fullest power of the fleet as a whole. This involves 

a study of the various orders possible and the f easioil ity of pus~- 

ins% from one to another in presence of an enemy. As a corollary 

to the 4th. ,we will have to examine the various means of forcing 

o ' avoiding action; of making or receiving an attack. 

nth. There will be the question of chasing ,noth from the sloe 

of the pursuer and the pursued,as well before action,as after a 

more or less decisive battle. 



It is obvious that,wh~n men of rank and merit are still d is ;ulr 

ing a~out the weapons,any answer to the above questions can as yet 

claim to be only an attempt,more or less worthy at solution of the 

problem. 

Our three weapons may all be considered as prolect,iles, in 

the case of one you hurl the ship herself,in the other two you 

hurl something out of her at your enemy. 

I may point out that the Torpedo has something in common with 

the other two. When ejected from the ship as an auto mobile tor- 

pedo,its effect resembles that of the gun in being transferred to 

a distance. When dragged or driven against the enemy,by the close 

approach of the assailing ship,the mode of attack is little dif ferL 

ent from ramming. Undoubtealy,however,it has more family likeness 

to the gun. (The tendency since these words were written 2* years 

ago has been to discredit contact torpedoes) in decideing which 

of the three will do most injury to the enemy,we must consider 

that injury: 1st as to certainty 

2nd as to character 

<ird as to extent 

4 th as to frequency 

nth from what distance (range) 

Though I have enumerated frequency separate from certainty i 

incline to think it an element of ce rtalnty, for the more often you 

use your weapon,the greater the possibility of its taking effect. 
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It enters however as an element both into the character and extent, 

and so may pr{perly be separately mentioned. 

The gun can be used more frequently, and it can be used effica-

ciously at a much greater distance,than the torpedo. raking the 

extreme case of a vessel having torpedoes on_I. Y , and one having guns 

only,t,he relative advantage is seen at once. On the other hand it 

may be said that within its range the auto-mobile torpedo is not 

so liable to lose its effect by a glancing blow. An attack made 

by several torpedo boats on one cruiser or iron-clad shoula doubt-

less be effective,one of them shoula succeed with aosolute certain-

ty in inflicting a most. serious in jury, but it is not to be presumed 

that such a concentration will be permitted, (under the conditions 

to which my subject is llmit,ed,excludes attacks from ports i.e. ) 

in the face of a fleet which must oe assuned to have its own small 

cruisers,or whatever other means the nation whose flag it carries 

has proviced against a perfectly well Known mode of attack. i'he 

first phase of this subject assumes fleets in presence practically 

equal; else one will fly. Concentration undoubtedly will be at-

tempted,for concentration is the essences of scientific warfare; 

but in order to obtain it by our party we are not authorized to 

assinne apathy or folly on the other. Such an advantage, i.e, of sever 

eral torpedo boats concentrated on one ship, if obtained in the f arcs 

of both flepts,is not to be considered as an advantage inherent in 
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thQ weapon, out as cue to the superior tactics, skill or fortune of 

one side. 

The accuracy of a projectile in actual use depends upon sev-

eral important factors. 

1st, There is the maximum accuracy or practical accuracy 

attained under the most favorable conait,ions in the hands of ex-

perts - (on the range ground) 

2nd. The standard of accuracy thus fixed is subject as we all 

know to painful ly large reductions under the inevitable c.ifficul-

ties of actual service at sea and in battle. 

the gun labors under the difficulties of an unsteady platform, 

and probably rapidly shifting target,the principle difficulty bear 

due to the former (unsteadiness) which causes large vertical errors 

in the trajectory. 

In the particular of rapia shifting; the target is the same as 

for the gun,for the ram and torpedo,but there is nothing in then 

corresponding to the vertical errors due to unsteady platform. 

The auto-mobile torpedo,when it has settled down to its f light,mal 

maintains a practically flat trajectory; the trajectory of the rani 

regarded as a missile corresponds always with the surface of the 

ocean. 

The case is reversed when we come to lateral errors. The higt. 

est speed as yet claimed even in idea (within my knowledge) for 
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the torpedo is 25 knots which eouals 42 feet per second. The muz-

zle velocity of the E;un may be conceded as 1800 to 2000 feet. 

A range of 1000 yards will oe crossed with this velocity inside of 

two seconds in which time no large ship can move her own length 

across the line of fire. 

As for the difficulty of hitting a ship which possesses equal 

speed with one's own,a tolling reference may perhaps be made to a 

professional audience to the difficulty experienced at times by 

npw hands in picking up a floating target moved by the wing and 

sea. We are all inexperienced in the handling of rams. 

The lateral errors so far considered are those due to the mov-

ing of the target for which it may be claimed that allowances can 

be made on the sight bars by sliding scales or otherwise. 1 shall 

concede the claim part ially,alludin f only to the confusion inciden, 

to frequent, changes D l which alone such corrections can De main-

tained. 

There is another source of lateral error due to the medium 

through which the projectile moves in the one case through the air, 

in the other water. 

The currents 01 air to wh is h a projectile is exposed, dif f er not 

only from day to day,out in an action they will be continually 

changed relatively to the line of f light,according as the position; 

of the c anbatants c I an~;e . 



The water through which a torpedo moves at the depth to which 

it is set should ordinarily be quiet and currentless. if in a 

(' tioeway,or other current,bot,h projectile and target will oe equally 

affected,and no error ensue. 

To such sources of error as do rbtain,however,the torpedo op-

poses a cpmparatively low momentur ,due to its low speed,and the 

same slowness exposes it longer to the action of deflecting causes. 

Another element affecting certainty of inflicting injury is 

f ounc' in the facility of taking up a position from which you can 
or 

fire at, all with advantage. 

To take up such a position,there is needed not only range of 

projectile which,by enlarging the areaof action,increases the fa-

cility of choosing a position; th-•re is also needed such aisposi-

t,ion of the weapons in the ship as enables them to be discharged 

without undue reference to the way she heads. This canes under 

the head of Installation. 

With the gun we have now secured "all rouna" fire and that for 

a respectable proportion of the entire battery. The torpedo as y 

yet is less fortunate; both beam and stern fire for it are encom-

passed with difficulties not yet wholly overco~ne,anr there is for 

them under all circumstances of installation considerable dead,_ 

angle. 

The inferiority of the ram to the gun in this respect is evi-
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dent. Not only is her target one that moves rapialy out, there is 

abs only one spot in the field of battle where the ramming ship 

can b to act efficiently,and that is precisely the point where her 

adversary is; and there only open bearings of the keel which are 

efficacious and that is directly towards the enerny,within a 1 United 

angle of impact. 

This facility for firing is undoubtedly an element of accurr c, 

t,ho.'gh it affects of course the frequency of tiring as well. In 

fact the diaision which I have inricated under heads,though conve-

nient it not necessary to a logical aiscussion,does not obtain rid-

idly in practise,the different elements crossing ana affecting 

one another. 

My own conclusions are that the gun is superior in accuracy of 

result,due to the greater number of positions of the ship from 

which it can be efficiently used; and to the greater velocity of 

the projectile by which its momentum is greatly increased,so ren-

dering it less liable to deflection,and the time during which it 

is exposed to deflecting influences is minimized. 

The torpedo goat or cruiser oringing up its torpedo alongside 

therefore may in my opinion be put in the same category as the ram 

in the point of certainty. Glow the ram has but one blow; if it 

extricates itself uninjirred it will oegin again and have another; 

but, as regards any moment of the action It may be regarded as hay-
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ing one o l ow in its pocket, ana it is not likely that it car' make 

many thrusts good or bad itl any one battle,without serious injury 

to its prow. 

Upon the whole 1 conclude that for range and certainty of ex-

ecution,includin; in the latter the possioilities due to frequent 

repetition,the gun has decided advantage over the torpedo and the 

ram. 

I would here venture on a parallel; for a parallel is sometimes 

useful in developing a thought. The auto-mobile torpedo in its 

present state of development has some resemblance to the carronaae 

in shortness of range and smashing effect. When the carronade 

first appeared it seemed about to revolutionize naval war, and it 

did sr io usl y modify it. A navy that had a large proportion of 

c arronades ha r to seek close quarters. 

As eetwe~n the torpedo cruiser ano the ram,both of which are 

resigned to act at close quarters,or nearly in contact,th.e torpedo 

will have more blows in its hand and should not run the same risk 

of injury f r can the use of its own weapon; taut, I incline to think 

the ram more certain of execution. 

5o much for the certainty of doing some injury. Nov for the 

character of the injury done. The modern gun aims at penetration; 

for the moment crushing or smashing effect is laid aside by uhose 

who are directing cnooern armaments. The parts of the enemy' s ship 
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open to the shot from the gun,are wholly above the water line,ex-

cept those,which though usually submerged,may be temporarily expos-

ed by the movement of the sea,or b tir injuries on one site ad!nitting 

water,and such cannot be looked upon as normally part of the tar-

gets for the gun; moreover these,as well as all other parts of the 

hull,near the water line,are heavily clad. When you aoa to these 

considerations the fact,that vessels for many reasons will probably 

prefer to brink the bow and not the broadside to bear on the enemy, 

and that the shape of the oow greatly favors the glancing of a 

shot,the chances of penetrating the hall near the water line are 

seen to be very small,until within,or at any rate not far without 

the torpedo range. If this last  assert ion is valid, the question 

may be raised whether it is well wholly to abanCon the hope of 

racking with the gin'. To debate such a question is hardly within 

my present province which is to reason upon facts as they now ac-

tual ly are; but it is certainly not amiss to point out, that rack-

ing is now coiwnitted .to the torpedo nad the ram and attemptt?a un-

der water only,while the gun is confined to penetration. Now pen~-

tration means comparatively small injury to the hull,much injury 

to the inside; and then chiefly to the personnel. 

Above the armored belt,the target for the gun is larger and 

fairer. Under its least favorable presentat,ion, i. e. ,end on, it may 

be taken as being in length equal to the beam of the ship,with a 
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height of , say,12 f eet,to which tray be added. how squarely this 

may bP presented to the enemy will depend upon the class of the 

ship; a thwartship oulkhead would be most favorable,with a circu-

lar turret ; about half the shots that strike at .all will be at or 

within an angle of 30 to 45 degrees from the perpendicular. 

Such is not, the most promising target in the world but 'a good 

shot,under moderate conditions of wino and sea which will generally 

be found in fleet fights; with clear weather; and with the modern 

gun of f 1 at trajectory lying fore andaf t would proo:aaly be able to 

hit it somewhere , two times out of I our , at a distance of 2000 yards 

Of these half will strike so as to penetrate up to a greater or le; 

less proportion of their absolute penetrative power. 

The iniuty done by projectiles penetrating will mainly be con-

fined to the personnel or the battery,the chances of a shot disa-

bling the motive power of a well protected ship are too slight to 

be considered. How great the injury to the fighting power of the 

ship of one or more successful shots will vary greatly. An ngi ish 

admiral says that no f ight will be left in the men among whom a 

shell loaded with 37 pounds of powder has burst,and he is probably 

right. A one turreted ship under the supposition woula be wholly 

disabled,unless she had a full relief crew. f or the guns. A ship 

receiving a heavy shell full on the pilot house,a perfectly possi-

ole chance,woul be ruined for the moment; sne woula have literal-
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ly lost her head,and would be helpless till a new commander had 

control both of the ship and the situation. 

The character of the injury done oy the gun then is to the per-

sonnel principally,the battery possioly in case a shell do not ex-

plode. In the old sea fights when penetration was effecter; tree 

damage was mainly to the personnel. A ship was rarely sunk oy the 

enemy's fire,rarely incapacitated by injuries to the hull. The 

determining inj tm ies were those to the ship's company and to the 

masts. Incidentally dtnage must be cone to parts or the hull, out 

with high velocities,the structure will not have time to resist 

other than locally and is l ikely to receive only ' h~ local t rm. 

In the case however of revolving turrets,which cannot call upon 

the whole frame of the ship for support,there may well oe suffi-

cient displacQ}nent or disarrangement to disable them for the rest 

of the action. 1 r ememb er reading some years ago, that the r orce o 

of impact Of one of the Uuil io' s shot was sufficient to lift the 

turret in which it. was,as high as the main top. If the calculation 

was correct it introduces an element of very serious injury which 

I have not claimed for the gun. How that force would be taken up 

is an intricate question,upon the solution of which would depend 

the character of the injury none and its extent as regards the 

life of the ship. 

H'or obviously the ship,as a person,can receive a very extensive 
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wound which is still o; vastly less cons'quence than one much small-

er,but of a diff~rerit kind or in a different place. A small hole 

under water is much more dangerous than a Dig one well above. 

And this remark leads naturally to consiaerin the character 

of the in i1ry done by the ram and the torpedo. 

The two have this in common: that the inury none by each is 

mainly below water. In other respects they differ. 

The effect produced b,r the ram is that of the impact of a lard 

body moving slowly,ana its blow,however instantaneous in appearance 

is .really progressive in characi,er. When specially fitt'~d with 

the spur there will be penetration first,t'ollowed by pressure of 

the whole weight of one ship ggainst the sic of the other; the 

result depending upon the strength of the latter. For if it resist 

successfully i.e.if the side is not driven bodily in,or r,orn away 

(Harringtorr),t,he injury though s'~rious in its nature will not be 

comparatively extensive; penetration will have been e_ sy ana cir-

cumscribed. If on the other hand the side yield, if plates are dis-

placed and frames give,the danger is evidently greater, 

The shock of the torpedo is instantaneous. There is here no 

quE?st,lon of velocity. However the torpedo gets in place, if li, ex-

plode,its effect is the same; and with ayna?nite is literally in-

stantaneous. It. can with the auto-mobile ee delivered farther un-

der water than the ram ana for the same size the hole is propor-
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tionally more dangerous,while from the amount of the charge car-

rled,a successfully exploded torpedo is likely to b tar more Q~-

structive than the ram. 

Whatever proportion of the effect reaches any part of i,he ship, 

exerts its power without there being any time for the parts to ac-

commodate themselves. The only question for any part reached is 

how much of the strain has been taken up in doing other damage. 

All this is opposite to and worse than the blow of the ram,which 

allows any elasticity in the hull,time to work. 'vjoreover,if the 

torpedo is planted well under the bottom,the water,which can yiela. 

only in the direction of the air,wzll yield very little and the 

hull will receive the full injury of the charge. 

The effect of a torpedo not auto-mobile,forced up against a 

shio's side,is similar; OUT, from a torpedo boat or cruiser,or tow-

ed in r,he open sea could scarcly be carried so low and would pro-

portionally lose in effect. 

There seems therefore no aroicing the conclusion that grunting 

the blow has been fairly delivered in uoth cases, 1. e, granting equal 

"certainty",the injurious effect, of the torpedo must oe expected 

to be much greater than that of the ram. The general character o t 

the injury 1s the same in both,that is: it is done to the hull of 

the ship and below the water 11ne,whereas that done by the gun is 

above the water line and mainly to the personnel and the battery. 
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The former attacks the life of the ship,her power of keeping 

above water; the latter attacks her fighting power (but in one 

element only) the injury being mainly confined to the personnel. 

The life involves the fighr,ing gower,ano ii lost carries it 

oown with it; but equally a ship of war hell lost her iii when she 

has lost, her fighting power. it is t,olc of aariral t'e 1 I ew that 

when his ship was in danger of foundering he refused to throw the 

battery overboard,looking upon the ship as worthless without her 

guns. 

However it may be from the point of humanity,there can pe no 

question from the military point of view. A ship which has lost 

her gyms, has lost her power of offense beyond the range of her ton-

pedoes,which as yet is,and probably always will be,much more cir-

cumsori.bed than that of gins. She is at the mercy of any vessel 

of equal speed with one efficient gun remaining. 

The ram and the torpeo.o must therefore remain under one great 

disadvantage when compared with the gun,they are essentially short 

range weapons. To this must probably be added a much inferior 

practical certainty" or ac 'uracy, owing both to intrinsic Gu f i-

culty in hanaling,and much smaller frequency. 

In estimating the character and extant of the injury inflicted 

both by the ram and torpedo it must be remembered that the vulner-

ability of the target against which they are directed is not Lhe 
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same everywhere. We can no :none count upon lodging a torpedo un-

der the great central compartments,than we count upon every shot 

that hits at all hitting squarely. The same is true of the ram. 

To this uncertainty of hitting is to be added another arising from 

the numerous expedients in construction designed to naffle the ef-

fect of the blow of the torpedo or ram when successfully delivered; 

the greater or less penetrability,if I may use the word,of the sub-

merged target that a ship presents. In the question of armor anu 

guns we have a large series of experiments upon single plates,un-

der different guns,from which we may draw approximate conclusions 

as to what may be expected under cRrtain conditions. With regard 

to the ram the casualties of the sea supply from time to time im-

pressive lessons as to its power; but on the whole the result is, 

in my mind adverse t,o the belief that a small thrust of a yam is 

likely to be fatal. The accident to the Arizon running into an 

iceb'rg some years back,the result of the collision of the Oregon 

still recent,seem pretty fair tests of this. In the latter case 

more particularly the blow was prooa~ly delivered y a very heavy 

vessel,considering the load,in a singularly vital point,and to a 

ship certainly not prepared as a ship of the line will renceforth 

be prepared to resist ramming; yet the ship was long kept,or ra-

ther remained afloat. With regard to the torpedo, I am not aware o~ 

any conclusive experiments, it may probably be assumes that be-
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vond the limits occupied by the engines,a single torpedo will not, 

cause a ship to sink; (under the central compartments?) 

All the same however,a ship cannot receive such an injury in 

any part of her body and remain,for the time as efficient as she 

was before. Her speed,and possibly her handiness,can hardly fail 

to be affected,even if rio worse come of it. Will she oe a ship 

sunk, or will she be as a ship of olden days who has lost her top-

masts' or main will she be as one who has lost all her lowermastS.~ 
a 

a more,orless,crippled ship - no loner able to follow ttie move-

ments of the fleet,perhaps unable to keep up with a retreat,a bur-

den and not a source of help to the Admiral. Crippled ships,and 

the unwillingness to sacrifice them, have brought on many sea fights 

and caused the failure of groat enterprises; a very conspicuous 

instance being Rodney's victory over lie Grasse; a collision between 

two French ships here prooaoly saved Jamaica to the English.: In 

Lord Howe' s action with the t''rench on May 3l st.17~4, the effort of 

the latt r to rescue crippled ships lost them the weather gage,«nd 

enabled the English to bring on the decisive action of uhe next 

day. (Tourville at La Hague) 

1 have now presentec to you the various considerations that 

have passed through my own mind affecting the actual and relative 

efficiency of these three arms under the heats proposed,viz: 1st• 

the certainty of attaining their object,or accuracy of aim; end. 
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the character and 3d.the extent of the injury inflicted; 4th,thougfi 

rather incidentally, the f requency of delivering the blow which at 

fects both the certainty `and the extend, of the injuries inflicted; 

nth,the distance at which they each can be used, in other words the 

range. 

Upon these considerations and such others as .may cone into 

your own minds , you must form your own conclusions.  Mine is that 

the gun is superior in certainty and frequency,as it undoubtedly )s 

in range; that it is inferior in the character and extent of the 

single or individual injury inflicted,to the torpedo and probably 

to the ram; but that in actions betweefr fleets, assumed t.o be prac-

tically equal,this inferiority is more than compensated for by its 

range and accuracy,and that it must under present condit.ons rema ~i 

the chief weapon,and the vessels carrying it the bac kbone,of the 

deep sea fleet. 

This conclusion I have thought worth working out for myself. 

Yractically,whatever the relative stress laid upon either weapon 

by this or that person,the common sense of all services has cecid-

ed that those ships which may suggestively be called line of battle 

ships,however different in type they are from the picture that 

word brings up,must have all three arms. The sa"ie common sense, 

or logic of experience,has dedeed that the ship shall oe protectei 

against the gun b,+ armor of iron or steel,covering the vital parts 
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i.e. batt,ery,motive and directing powir,wherevpr ex _osed,above the 

water ,whether that exposure b constant or only occasional, and 

against the torpedo or ram Dr a system of minute internal subd ivi-

sion,which shall as far as possible confine the entrance of water 

to the region immediately perforated by either weapon,also other 

pal liations. 

The modern 1 me of battle ship,the mainstay of the fleet,that 

which gives to it solidity and momentum, is therefore a heavy ship, 

carrying two bat,eries; one long range above water,the other of 

short range but below the surface; and proviaed with a ram that 

can be only used in collision, however its use iay have been manoet~ 

vred for at a=distance. As well as its predecessor of nU years 

ago it h~ls its long gc ns, its short guns and its board ins; weapons. 

(Quote letter. Simple .as to running aboard and carr ,ring away a jib-

boom  and foretopmast.) This ship is primarily meant to work in 

co-operation with other ships and will only accideritally,ana for a 

time be found al one , bear ing on Harr ington' s problem. Its great 

siae,weight and extensive provision for offense and defense indi-

cate that it, is !Pant for the days when great stakes are to be 

played for; the fate of a war,or a nation,perhaps to be decided. 

Its size and cost are unnecessary for. minor issues,ana too much of 

the nation's wealth and power are involved in one to be risked for 

a trifle. Th ~r must be smaller and lighter vessels for other 
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uses. The question will come up whether these can be used in fleet 

actions to advantage; whether from any point of view,or in any com- 

✓1 bination,they can be thrown against the heavier ships of an enemy's 

line (Single Type if possible) 

The first consideration that strikes one is that these line-of-

battle ships,whatever speed they may individually have,can but 

rarely and for short perions put forth that full speed when actin; 

in concert. Not only is the speed of a fleet that of its slowest 

ships,but there _must be a certain reserve of speed to enable irreg-

ularities of position to be corrected. (Jouett' s statement.) The 

difficulty also of maintaining any order increases rapidly as high 

rates of speed are attained; and although a high maximum of fleet 

speed may be reached by constant practice,yet such constant,or 

even frequent practice,will perhaps not be ha C under the expense 

and difficulty of maintaining the coal supply. The speed of some 

of the great new ironclads is given as id knots; but it may well be 

questioned whether ten of them could stand down upon an enemy and 

maintain any given order at a rate exceeding twelve knots. (Jomini 

cavalry p.30d; also difficulty of line abreast - Suffren &c.) Yet 

it must certainly be feasible to put afloat vessels that will stenn 

11 knots in any weather in which a fleet can stearn twelve, or in 

which fleets will be likely to engage. 

Again: an ati:ack made upon another fleet, in whatever order 
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drawn up,whether awaiting attack or standing down to meet it,must 

be made partially on its front,and if partially outflanked the 

r` flank will not be found wholly without torpedo defense. for nUU 

yards,the range of the Whitehead,in every direction the torpedo 

must be feared,and in case of the pursuit of a retiring fleet pro 

ably contact torpedoes must be looked for. Will not pruaence aic-

tate that this space should first be crossed by vessels capable of 

much greater speed in smaller groups,and the crippling of which wig 

be of less conseouence than that of a line of battle ship. Besides 

these smaller ships can inflict as much damage with the torpedo; 

and as certain,though doubtless less extensive,damage with the ran 

as the more bulky. (This paragraph is very obscure and shoula be 

re-written. The gist of it is that the approach within torpedo 

range shoult when 'possible be given to rams &c a.'T'.M. ) 

Again look-out vessels are imperative for a fleet ana they 

must be sufficiently numerous to spread over a large area ahead 

and on either side, perhaps also astern of the fleet. £~ weel~ ee 

be tee mue *,e say se aA he l-4 

deu 4e. s e allew 6 ~eslaateh}rk; 

s~treh of d4s~a A€erma~en en a e&ry back R68886~y '1A

ws to a ~~~ta e~nt. Formerly the frigate fulfilled all these 

purposes and that of the cruiser and connerce destroyer as well; 

not much faster than the normal ship of the line,unless in light 
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airs,she was handier and at all events could be spared in ease of 

a foe turning up unexpectedly,while the heavier ship could not. 

Whether the ordinary cruiser be attached to the modern f leer, or 

whether a special ship oe built for the purpose,swift, look-out sh 

ships are of the first importance. Accurate and speedy information 

is always of the first importance in war,on sea or land. `1'he most 

conspicuous example of this necessity yielded by naval history is 

that of Lord Nelson before the battle or the Nile. (Such illustra-

tions taken from history .are valuably:) He had first been sent 

with three ships of the line and some frigates to watch Toulon when 

Bonaparte's expedition was preparing,with a destination wholly un-

known to the English. While on this station he met with a violent 

gale in which his flag ship was dismasted,and nearly lost,and the 

squadron dispersed. The senior captain of the frigates reasoned 

that Nelson would have borne up for Gibraltar and accordingly went, 

thither to seek him. Meanwhile Nelson,having refitted was ,joined 

by a detachment of ten ships of the line more, out with no other 

frigates and so started in pursuit of the r'rench,whom he had reason 

to believe har gone to Egypt. He did not care to detach any of 

the large ships to any great distancA,lest he should fall in with 

the enemy in their absence; he had no frigates; and so though he 

spread as broad a clue as he could and still keep his ships within 

call,he actually passed on beyond the great French fleet of over 
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a hundred sail in that narrow sea,reached Alexandria before it,and 

beat back uc the v±eriterranean to Sicily,again,without seeing it. 

There is curious room for speculation as to what the result would 

have been to the fortunes of Napoleon had Nelson then had the frig-

ates,the want of which he declared was graven on his heart. The 

result to Nelson nearly was the ruin of his career so great was 

the popular clamour. He would have peen lost had they had tele-

grams in those days. 

Doubtless it is not, necessary to appeal to so signal an exam-

ple t,o convince military men of the necessity of an efficient put-

post aria detached service,but the question awaits us in this day, 

shall the vessels for it be a class by themselves,mere dispatch 

vessels; shall they be ordinary cruisers detailed for the occasion, 

or shall they be vessels capaole of taking a part,and a necessary, 

perhaps even decisive part on occasion. Shall the theoretically 

perfect fleet comprise only ships having chiefly their weight anu 

solidity,or shall it also have those whose strength shall be in 

their speed and mobility? The old frigate had no aggressive part 

in the old fleet fight. To repeat signals; to take in tow disabled 

ships; at one short period to embark the commander-in-chief who 1 v 

to direct his fleet from a central position better fitted for see-

ing,such were its principal functions. They did not even fight 

among themselves in fleet actions,and it is said to have seen a 
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part of the courtesy of the sea for ships of the line not to fire 

upon them,unless they made themselves obnoxious. 

The decision of the question raised will depend upon the part 

which may be proposed to assign to such swift and mobile vessels. 

Granted that you have them,what duty can be given them? what work 

can they do that cannot be quite as well done by the ship of the 

line proper. If there be such a duty,and if by their doing it the 

more important vessels will be economized,there can be no doubt 

that such vessels will be useful and in fact indispensable to the 

theoretical efficiency (practical completeness) of the fleet. 

Let us suppose two fleets of equal numbers say twelve (12) 1 in 

line of battle ships in presence of each other and intending to 

fight. The object of each will oe to come into battle with some 

advantage already gained over its opponent at the moment of close 

(decisive) action. This advantage must have been gained either o, 

manoeuvring,or by some injury previously inflicted upon the enemy, 

by which the efficiency of some of his ships has been diminsished. 

I leave out of consideration the chance of disability developng 

in the enemy's line by accidents,as belonging to the category of 

those chances which though they must be allowed for,cannot pe 

counted upon in war. 

Advant,aes to be gained by manoeuvring simply, I lay to one 

side for the moment; they are not of decisive consequence to the 
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question immediately before us. In what ways may injury be inflict 

ed before the close contact of main bodies of the two ileets': 

In the first place fran a distance most obviously there is the 

artillery firA,as to which the effort must be to bring into action 

as many of your o Est buns as you can, without taking up a vicious 

formation for your fleet. In the second place there may be the 

opportunity of a sudden blow,depending for its success upon celer- 

itir and unexpectedness,with the torpedo orthe .ram at close quarter; 

(Jomini cavalry P.3O ) It might be,probably would be,.nost impru-

dent to hazard any of the ships of the line in such an attack; in 

which the risks are great and in which regularity of order must 

yield to rapidity of onslaught. 

(Diagram) as an example of what I mean let us suppose thuL by 

your f ire,concentrated by signal or previous instruction mainly 

upon them,you have seriously injurea the third and fourth ships 

from one of the enemy's flanks; exactly the nature of the injury 

you may not know,but there is evident confusion in them. The two 

flanking ships are thereby separated from the body of their fleet, 

not only b the interval but,by the interposition of these crippl°d 

vessels. Not only does the injures fleet labor uncer these physi-

cal disadvantaes,but there concurs with them that most inestimable 

of the chances offered by war to an assailant,the few moments of 

uncertainty and paralysis which follow immediately upon a sudden 
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mishap during which the assailed dont know }ust what to do. `lhe 

supposed very swift rams or torpecio vessels could cross the inter-

val with a speed unattainable by the ship of the 1 ine,thus best 

seiz ing the flitting moments; they could Eebt1rn_with equal speed 

if balked; they could wh en so returning, f of low a route w.hicP would 

interpose an ,inwarrantable gap in the line of heavy sh .ps,ir such 

had been emP loved. The movement as described need by no means be 

isolated; on the contrary it. would evidently be the game of the 

uncrippled fleet to stand down at once upon the eight remaining 

shi ps, in such wise as to separate them, f rom those on the crippl ec 

wing,wh lie the lighter vessels occupied and perhaps des patchea the 

latter. 

Whether such an attack coula be jade upon any position of an 

uncrippled line may be doubtf ul,though 1 think it could not DC 

pronotmeed hopeless. Unless the fleet attacked should reserve its 

fire with very great coolness until the rams wereclose aboard, the 

great preponderance of chances are :that vessels steaming in groups 

of three pr four,anr not hampered in their speed by the demands of 

order,woula cross the interval without serious injury. (Jo'nini 

Cavalry P.301). The L oars upon Harbor Defenses assumes as cer1 uir. 

in its report that a fleet of vessels can pass any fortif ications 

it the channel be unobstructed; that is that pro3ectiles wont stop 

them aria I apprehend the re!nark will be found generally true of 

underwater projectiles as well; anc if ships can pass guns on 
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on steady platforms, fortiori pass them when mormted on shipboard 

I~ven if not carried into eftect,as a demonstration made upon 

the f lank, or looking  toward the rear of a f lank, such a use of rams 

or torpea o vessels miKht well have a very distracting of r ect UUon 

the enemy. His ships of the line could riot oe oisectea to their 

attack,nor under the suppositions catch them if they were. 

All such operations are of course suosiclary n their general 

character. ,aR though they may be of capital importance in a par-

ticular instance. The ram. and the torpedo 1 c onslder, us I have 

alreaay said, inf erioa weapons to the gun. 

t ut I think it can be laid down with great, positivpnes , s .i 

rule almost never to o e departed from, that the ships of the line 

must not be separated from one another by lntervals,.that will give 

a chance for an enemy to push between; yet than, such work a 1 

have indicated shoula oe done,and that there should therefore De 

special vessels to do it. 

As to the character of those vessels we have these considera-

tions: There is wanted first great sped and second to act c! ose 

to the enemy; these are their main ch.aracoeristics. They will 

have therefore the ram and the torpedo,c lose quart ~r weap ons, f or 

their particular offensive work; aria the kn oecomes to them 

a secondary weapon. It f oll.ows that the gun need not oe protected 

and to save weight any DattPry they carry should be unarmored. 

In making a dash,~theguns crews should be withdrawn oel ow,anc the 

captains' attention wholly fixed upon collision. This ship de-
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pends upon her legs and eyes; and I should be inci.ineci,Desides a 

specially th is h armor on the pilot house, to further protect it by 

a semicircular b reastwor . t rom either seam round by the Mows, s o as 

to put the life of the captain oPyonci all p erarventure. The en-

gines must, likewise o e protected, eut not extraordinarily; oeyond 

this I would trust for detensive safety to speed ana to making 

the target as small as possiole. r'or the latter ooject it meant 

only to work with the f left, i might be wilting to gispense with 

the guns (Query would not their guns be a useful addition o the 

artillery fire?) but when detached they must be able to cope with 

cruisers of equal size. The use of vessels of this class in ,rop-

ing on the heels of a r' treating f 1. ee t embarrassed with crippled 

ships, in following  the latter if they attempt to separate from the 

main body is obvious. ('They would re,emble modern cavalry which 

is now d ism oimted and fought as infantry when an opp ort unity of

fern.) The condition of exceptionally high speed carries with 11, 

the necessity of size surf w lent to maintain their relative advan-

tages in that respect in moderately rough weather. 

1 should favor therefore two principal classes of vessels for 

the t' t. tine forming; the chief reliance,the heavy armored ship, 

with the gi.m its main weapon of oftense,arid relying on its ram and 

torpedoes as sec oncar,y; the other smaller,armorea only so as to 

protect the motive and directing power,expecting to act chiefly au 

close quarters,the ram and the ,orpeco forming the main weapons, 

the gun secondary. p~PC is a prime requisite to both classes, 
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but the latter to have it in excess. 

(A comparatively new class of vessel is now oeing cevelopea 

represented by the English r'olyphemus and the r'rench t orp eao-ram-

cruiser Tage. The latter is () ft. l ong: ft.oeam,7, U4a tons 

d isplacement,'nean draft, of 23 ft. lO 8() horse power,and intended ci 

to steam l knots. Has armor plated ciec ks , battery oul kheau s and 

armor belt. 

The Spanish government has contracted with Messrs. Yarrow Jo 

for two f fi rst class torpedo ooats of the Falke type - speed at 

deepload line 23 knots. Running light 25 knots - the highest 

speed yet contracted for. S.B.L.) 

L ranting that both classes of vessels be required,can any 

relative proportions be 'stablished as representing a probable 

maximm of efficiency! 

Let us take the number of twelve ships of the line as a basis, 

how many close action ships shoulci be assigned to such a f ). eet? 

`fherQ does riot seem any function of caring for the ships of 

the line,aia ing or protecting them in any way, except f r an vessels 

of the ram class ,which could guide us as to the proport,lons. `i'he 

probabl number wanted must be sought in the ranks of the enemy 

rather than in our own,with a margin for detachments. 

We may ass une that the fleet wil. l not c omA to an open issue 

with one much superior to itself in numbers. We may therefore 

assune the opposing fleet to have about the same number,possibly 



two more or two less,tut we will say t1 same,vlz: twelve. 

It is evident that not, less than two rams can attack a ship of 

_'' the line and three wonlc provably oe a better number for a wholly:

isolated ship. Take however the case, sf~pti'osed above, of two f lanL 

ships separated from the main oy; it is likely that not more

than two rams could attac k each, f or they, the two isolated iron-

c 1 ad s, ought to be in supporting distance and their inri ~r flanks 

so protected. ain,suppose a rain attack to ►e made upon a~ 1 ine, 

or battle order of the Pnemy,not yet broken oy artillery or other 

causes ,such attack must be made upon a 1 invited ,;portion of that 

1 ine,wh it e the artillery engages the remainder. Now large a loo r-

tion can b. . so attacked to advantage? 1 sup lose we may say that 

an admiral woulc think he had made the very best, d isposirion if 

he succeeded in attar king with his twelve line of oatt,i.e sh ips, 

from one half to two thirds of the enemy's fleet - say i rom to 

8 ships. Iri a preliminary attack oy rams,supported or not,! 

should say 4 at the !nost,probably not more than three,of the ene-

my's line would be aimed at. 'These would call for not 1. ess than 

six_ rams, e ight wo ul o be much better and should u e the nano er fixed 

'i'h is number has ref erencp only to the noment of action; if i oe 

contemplated to employ the ram class of ships for detached duty, c .

out of reach of recall when battle is imminent,the numbers must 

be proportionally increased. 

In the two c l cuss ~s of vessAls I have 1 ookoc only at those 
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which will be able to maintain their relative speed,ana b e h andle 

with certainty,in all kinds of weather in which_ a decisive fleet 

aci,ion :is likely or possible to occur; shy up to a single or

dotle reefer topsail breeze,such will, undoubtedly be and continue 

the principal factors in all naval tactics. a large vessel al-

ways has had,and always will have,the superiority over numerous 

small. vessels,because the former is power concentrated (in the 

hands of one man) the latter is power diffused. Near a hostile 

coast,under favorable circtinstances,a lame ship may be overwhelm-

ed by an immense preponderance of nl.unb ers, just, as frigates in rare 

instances have been beaten down,when bQcalmed,by a multitude of 

f unboats; or as large corvettes at anchor and carelessly

watched have bQ~n cut out, by a multitude of armed cutters; but 

vessels thus taken have usually been paid for more dearly, in lives 

at least,than when captured in a more aria). manner. Still the 

clouds and swarms of torpedo ooats(anc torpedo cruisers),as it, is 

cannon to spaak of them must oe consicered. It will oe remembered 

that we are dealing with deep sea fight, ing,oetween fleets that 

are cut, loose ron their home ports and haruor resources. 

H1RE 1 1)ISCt1SS SMALL TORFM)O t VATS IN UUMrARIS~iN WITH HraVY 

TORPI+;DU-RAiviS . 

The torpedo cruiser,being a sea going vessel,! reed not furth-

r consider. if not in detail,in general principle, it is the same 

as the ram I have advocat i , o osses sing very great speed and apera'tr 
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ing at close quarters. I shoni. a fear t or it a loss of speed in 

fresh wind and sea from lnsufficierit bulk. co!noination of larg-

er and smal k.er rams might offer equal acvantages with increase of 

ec on otny . 

(The English"Hecla' - Torpedo depot ship,carries or 8 

torpedo boats,in cranes,sornewhat similar in manner to the way a 

Whaler carries her boats. Attached to a fleet  the 'Hec la' could 

drop those swift torpedo boats (steam up as need od. 5. i3 . L. ) 

I labor here under the grave disadvantage of not being ac- 

qu~iinted with the details of the methods by which torpedo boats 

are to b e got into the water, nor of knowing what success has at-

tended the practical working of these methods at sea. It seems to 

me howover,t,hat it should not be at all unpracticable,nor even 

very hard,to c)ut these boats into the water in any weather in 

which they can oe usefully handled. 1 should feel however,vory 

do1Dtful about gettin,., them our, or down::auccessfully in the heat 

of action,and very particularly doubtful of getting them out 

quickly enough to seize one of the f liti5ing chances of cattle. 

With favorable wr~ather it seems to mo the little brood of tor

peoo boars must be got out as one or the preparations for action, 

and it may be e --r marked in p ass ing that the care of the n 

after actin nay very well hamper a fleet and prevent a victory 

from being f of laved up. Wh it e the battle ra~es,the seal l try :nay 

be l of t, To sink or swim as best they can; but when victory has d 



c ided, the victors cannot leave them t,o their rate; the vanquished 

can. 

~` When they are down,what part are they to play% what particular 

sphere is to be asigned to them'! Are they , irst to open the at-

tack or second to hover on the skirts of the batT,le watchin f; their 

chance to gene rate with their small and hardy dimensions; or 

third when certain results more or less decisive,have obtained, ' 

more particularly the crippling of some ships,are they to give the 

coup de grace,? as the 1+'rench valets used to kill the horSPJnan 

their master haci d isrnr~uited. 

The torpedo boat must c cne very near its target. If e, xper ienc} 

sho ild justify its use in the open sea,ships of all nations will 

be alike suppl ied with them. rr ec isely where they will tie u laced 

in the order of oat*,1e need not here be discussed; the first ques-

tion is wher ,how and with what chances of success they can, attack 

tho enemy's line. 

In the first place 1 suppose we may say they will not attack 

rate whole of it,aut, will concentrate,hoping to reach their aim un- 

hinoered by the enemy's coats. So tar as opposition by their equl 

equals,other torpedo ooats,the chances are neither worse nor bet-

ter than in the case of any other equals contending. Compared 

with the class of large Rams,they are smaller undoubtedly,as tar-

gets,anc the s pQod may be c onsid~rAd as the same. 

I\evertk?el?ss 1 thint,desplte their greater numb ers,that the 
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chances are d'c idPdly against them as compared with the ham. 1` 

Though harder to hit,ttheir lotive and directing power,i.e.their 

- engines and their captain,are vulnerable to a score of projectiles 

where the ram is open to one. In add ition they are weak in the 

best mans of aet'ense,offensive power. Put aside their torpedo, 

efficient only in contact,and what have they to use against their 

gigantic cpponQnts: 

The fleet  attacked will d ot. tl Ass be arranged with a view to 

minimize its openness to attack,and to concentrate its machine 

guns on the front or flank attac kec? , intervals will be c l osea as 

much as possible  and covered by a second ina ent!~d line forming

narrow cul de sac s, l ined on both sines grid at the end w hinto 

which it would be heroism run mad to penetrate. When it is remem-

bered t,00 that not the full numoer of ooats is making the attack, 

but only the margin over anc aonve those which have oeen thwarted 

or overpowered b y the boats of the assailed fl Pet that can attack, 

1 think it must be felt that a di r ct attack of the kind a oes not 

promise well. 

Having discussed attacc oy s~rall torpedo boats before battle 

,7 oins, I now take u  what they may d o in c fa cheat of action. 

As the Combat deepens 

2nd. When the heat of the battle is esiablished,when smoke 

and confusion have brought about a certain degree of that obscure•-

ty,which is the proper field of the torpedo boats activ ity,there 
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will be a much better chance of using, them with success. The tor-

pedo boat is a child of rarkness,and the more conditions resemole 

its native ele~nent,the more success it can hope for. Nevertheless 

the conditions of action however cl.ose,will be fir less favorable 

than those of night; in truth they will be much more like those 

attendant upon the open attack which we have just considered. The 

ships which they are to attack will be fully on their guard,and 

we may asstune as certain th~lt the crews of the machine and 1 ight 

uris,wilI need no stimulant to keep a look-out for their little 

ene ny; there will be no waiting to see if an attack is meant on 

the particular ship,out the little ones will b A shot at on sight 

whenever a glimpse is caught, of them. (Danger from their own 

fleet. Whiting at !Monile. !Mast troops at T'rafalar) It must 

alwat~s ti e kept in mind likewise that they will have their own kind 

to contQrid with in the Anemy's ranks. 

Take such an attack as that which I have im ined,u i on a flank 

by Rams. There if ever would oe a field for the Torpedo coats of 

the assailed fleet; but equally of course the ass .lants would 

cover the movement with their own boats,wh ich would keep unc+er the 

lee of the Rams till called to meet their kind. 

What exactly close action may mean in the future is open to 

do'ibt. There will not probaoly be any great obscurity when more 

than a thousanr yards separate the fleets. Within that istanee, , 

whatever the nature of the attack or derense,it is not 1 ikely than, 
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ships will remain in such nearness, or in such a meiee,as to kreat-

lv hamper their power of manoeuvring. When ramming or rammea,at 

th of collision and until way is again gairied,a ship will 

be more or less helpless; and other merits of embarrassment 

wil 
i 

occur. In such a torpeao boat,large or smai.l,certainly will 

find a g000 chance,an i,he sarniler will be the more handy; it will 

also bP the more easily sunk. 

It wii.l be conceded then,unuer the second possiole sphere of 

action for torpedo boats,that the criances in their tavo increase 

with obscurity ana with the intricacytof the positions of one or 

both fleets,or of the individual ships. 'Phis brings to the third 

case; 

3rd. W$$- }#fI#- (~} -  When one or more of the 

enemy' ships is d isablea. This disability, :nay amount to total 

im!nob it ity, or may b e no more than the loss of a fraction of spe ea 

say 20 per cent. The ship in question may be thus disabled  in 

the minst of her own fl.eet,too powerful to be attacked; or she ma/ 

oe wholly aeserted by that fleet in retreat; or she may be manen- 

tarily crippled or stopped,when the two fleets are still in close 

act ion,as when ramming. The kinds and degrees of r lsao it ity would 

be very numerous. All that can be said is that every degree of 

disability  will make attack easier,but that if she preserve the 

use other own machine and light g rns,and has the support of her 

Ileet,an attack oy torpedo boat,s,supportea or not,wo,ilc Gee more 
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risky to the boats than it would be to the class of ve s ,e 1. s 1 have 

called Rams; even though the main battery remain uninjured,to oe 

fired against the Ran. 

in truth the torpedo boat,oeing wholly vulnerable,Uepends for 

its escape from harm yen, not, being seen or at least not shadily 

kept in sight. The Ram on the contrary, 'e~>ends upon the ciff icul- 

ty ox Kitt ing a small mark; which,moreover, is as nearly as possi-

ule impenetrable. She may be struck here,there ano elsewhere 

without 1~arn, prov ided only the engines are ntouchect aria the Com-

mander's senses not knocked. out of him. The ideal. attack of the 

Torpedo float is by night,unseen at all till close by,anC then 

elnsivel.y by the glare of the e'ectric light,which makes the outer 

darkness blacker than night itself, it is aidea by the distrac-

tion caused by numbers. An atr,ack of this kind is very feasible 

from a port,f or suitaole weather can he chosen,and the attack made 

in great numbers. Will you say that such a night attack might be 

made by one of two hostile fleets at seam t'ossibly; on a dark 

quiet night such an undertaking, however des perate,wil l have to be 

warded against. The a iff ere nce between this contingency and the 

c ona itions of lying off a hostile port, is that, in the latter case 

it, is supposable tha , a great preponderance of boats may oe brougtzt 

against you; a supposition excinoed by our problem,which deals 

with the enco rater of nearly equal fleets. 

In case of an btr,ack by dayl.ight,the torpedo Moat surrenders 
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the main element of its defense as distir~guisb d from the ham,viz: 

its invisibility. It reeps its speed which the Ram also has,and 

the smallness of the tarset it presents; but this smallness as 

compared to the ham's,and with reference to the numoer of missiles 

directed against either,disappears. lu is absolute,not relative, 

smallness. or one shot that can hurt the Kam,as I have said be-

iore,a score can oe directed at the Boat. r'urther,the necessary 

multiplication of boats increasers the size of the target, tiring 

at a Ram is like firing with a non-repeating rifle at a bird in 

rap ~u flight; firing at a swarm of Torpedo Boats by cayl ight will 

be 1 itce firing small shot at a flock of reed birds. 

i iy own judgment it will be seen, is adverse to the util it of 

the Torpedo Boat as a weapon in the open sea. Nevertheless 1 know 

that only experience can dispel the it lesion, if it be one. The 

idea of J isposin of a huge iron-c lad,costmg !nil l ions,by !neans of 

a torpedo costing a few hundred dollars,placed by a boat costing 

a f euv thousands, has the fascination which cheap bar s« ins always 

have hact in the eyes of !'!an'{ Ind; we have all felt it. There is 

however lirt,le mason to oouut that the experiences we have yet to 

gain in this will be like the experience the world. has always hd 

heretof ore,: that up to a certain point size,ana with size conc en-

tration of power offerisivp and defensive,will have the advantage 

over t he same p o r d if fused in s ial 1. D d ie s . In the aay s o f 

sailiri, ships,which have made nearly all. naval history so iur,the 
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74 end 80 gun ship was found to be the ,though larger ships 

powerful i y re-enf orced portions of the line. Vessels cat smaller 

calibre were gradually driven out or the line by the teaching 01 

experience. 1rench ana Spanish ports swarmea with gunboats in 

t,hp wars of the French Revolut ion; b>>t what d >d they ever ac~com-

plish What did our own gunboat policy result in? For the first 

half or more of the last cent ury,France deliberately adopted the 

Fro 1 Lcy or small cru isers,with the result, of filling  English pri-

x tads with French seamen and abandoning the empire of the seas. 

Finally to take the weapon that most nearly f oreshad cr~ved,oy the 

terror to which it gave rise, our modern torpedo, the f ire ship with 

a11 its fearful ac coinpani~nents; the f ireship of which, in the days 

of t'epys,men spoke as destined to rule the sea, graaual l y dropped 

out of use,not from any scruples of ht~nanity,but because it was 

not, found efficient. Two hundr~d years ago,and for some t ime,the 

f ireship was a reg ular component, of the f leQt; there were cases of 

its successful use in action; but for th.e most part the big ships 

were so successful in subduing them that they were discarded, It 

was in placing t,hem that nen failed; the problem of oe ling the 

Cat is ever d if f icult, 

No exception,however,can be taten to iron-clads carrying torpe 

do bouts in proportion to their size. Whatever doubt may be felt 

as to their usefulness in fleet act ions,there can be none as to 

that which they have in many other ways that {nay easily of ter. 
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Until the question of their usef tdnAss is decided in the rieative 

it will also oP necessary to consici~r their place and function in 

the order of bat ?. l e . 

I now come to my order or Dattle; but,,before going on to a is- 

cuss the orders of uati,l e,1. et us recapitulate the various arms of 

the service which are to be stationed. 

r'irst: There is the large it cm-c lacy ship, pre-eminently of 

the l ine,wh ich acts with others always; and which with its con-

sorts form the b ody,the main strength, of any order. While f itted 

to fight both at 1 a~ig range and at close quarters, it will prefer 

the former when it can be mainta lned. I will fix, arbitrarily long 

range at sea as all over 1000 yarns. 

Second: There is t,,e large iron--c laa Ham; by which I mean 

those vessels which from exceptional. speed,and smallness of target 

offered to shot,are peculiarly fitted for closing with an eneny,c i 

and pecul iarly axle t,o ret,r?at from such proxinity unscathed. 

They are f 1T,td with the Ham and  TorpAC o,and r ind their special 

sphere in close action. They are as the arms of the f leet,,atretch~ 

ed out, for a sudden blow anc as suddenly withdrawn; or stretched 

our, in advance of the body of the fleet when in pursuit. , it they 

carry guns, it must e in such weight as not, to interfere with t~~e 

their prime ob,lect; within that i unit they might pope rf ul ly re-en-

force the artillery of the fleet in an artillery duel. (1 have a 

passion for classification and outline). 
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Third: There may be a smaller vessel ofthe same general de-

scription,corres~>onding nearly in point of size to the Torpedo 

cruiser now advocated. The question oetween this ana the second 

class is purely one of degree and cteta it , and may be thus stated: 

Wishing, to have a sea - going ves~el,smaller and less expensive than 

the iron-c iaci,wh ich can deliver a blow at close quart,ers,with com-

parative certainty,what qualities co you want, and how much size 

do you need? my re ply,as you :snow, is, there is needed exceptional 

speed,protection to the engines and very special protection to 

r,he persons of those directing her movements; for if the captain 

is stunned,the intendecj stroke is prooaul.y lost. Now while conpar- 

atively small vessels,say 15()O tons,can obiain t,ne speed in smooth 

water,will they be able to aint,ain it against a double reefed 

topsail breeze; and can they bear th.e necessary armor% Where 

shall the line be drawn. I incline to think the Ham should be of 

3000 tons. 

(Since writing this the discussion started by Ad uiral Simpson 

during Harrington's lectures as to the c epth of immersion of the 

ram in order to strike unaer the armor oelt,has led sne to increase 

my estimate of size to 4n0U. Iron-claws d7UU. This is eas r4 1y-

a di suinct instance of tactical idea. 0n the other hand (latewo od s 

lectures take ooldi.y the ground that, side hull armor will oe aban-

doned for inside protection in future battle ships.) 

However the question is decided the duties of tfie t~~+o are so 
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t,hQ size for fii,gre determination Dy experts. 

r'ourth: There is the Torpedo boat - not sea going,and borne 

at the davits, in the cradles or within the ironclad ship. 

These are the three types of vessels to D" given their place 

in the Order of battle. 

The ()rd er, or Ord ers, f or Battle must lie at the basis of any 

system of Naval Tactics. x,11 ord rs for sail ing or stea!ning, to 

whatever o th er end they may c ondu ce,must be set with reference to 

f ac il. i tp for passing quickly to the Order of Battle. The two inc 

of orders, f or marching and for f iit ing,with the manoeuvres tor 

passing from one to ,he other,constitute Naval. Tactics,in the gen-

eral acceptation of the phrase. 

An Order of Battle requires that the different ar ns, an d t h e 
so 

individual vessels of each am should bey  stationed that (Note 

that these principles run in couples) 

t+'irst: Each vessel and the entire f lit may treely use ir,s 

own oit ensiv pou rs to the D est ad vantage . 

Second: That, eacp vessel and the i 1 t in its -entire;y should 

present the smallest and least favorable target to the enemy's 

f ire, or to ar,tac.ks oy ran and torpedo. 

Third: That each vessel in aodi,ion to its own passive paver 

of resistance should be defended Dy the offensive action of the 

others u[i~n assailants; which is what we mean by mutual support 
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among the vessels of the fleet. (Recall here the two antis of 

defens~,pass ive and active). 

r'onrth: That entire or partial concentration by manoeuvring 

of any rm,or all arms,:nay be made with the greatest possiole 

ease upon any part of the enemy's order; or conversely,upon ariy 

attack rpade o y the enemy upon your own order. (This would seem to 

include,and so make unnecessary the separate mention of freedom 

for manoeuvring) 

Fifth: That space given to facilitate changes of f ormat ian , 

should not, be so far extended as to allow an enemy to separate the 

parts of the fleet. This will assune considerable di.rnensicns when 

we remember that there is to be guarded against not only the e ne,ny 

passing throu h a particular format ion,but cutting off a part of 

the f leet because in a particular manoeuvre it has so much ground 

to passover. 

To give a special case: "l~'orward into columns from a i' 1 ari c 

ship",the greater the width of front,,the further fr an the enemy's 

line must it be performed or the rear ship of the column will have 

the enemy upcm it and its beam,before the order is complete. 

In general , open order will require more time in simple orders 

but it will be necessary in comulex orders. (I must loo!; into 

the matter of time and space for making changes of ai rect ion by 

wheels. ) 

Sixth: That means should be taken to keep in hand a reserve 
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force ,which should b e so p ostea as too Dc c aTr i ea to the support of 

any critical point,whether offenslv9 or detenslve,more easily than 
so 

a part of the main 1 me could beAc arr i e1. 

Changes of f or nat t on 'nad e in the near p re'e nce of the enemy 

are always critical; neverthelesi it seems most probable than some 

such must be practised owing to the different klnds of arms em-

ployed and to the necessities of cncentration at special mcrnrnts. 

They shod d oe as simple as possible; but, it would generally be 

better to attempt concentration by manoeuvre,rather than at once 

throw in the reserve in order to bring a superior force on part of 

an enemy's line. The reserve sho Id be kApt in hand, unt it the 

condition of the f fight, is such that,by bringing it into play,the 

scale will probaul,y be turned finally in your favor; or of course 

until the converse is seen: that if you dont throw it in you will 

lose the c.ay 
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to drawing up an order of Battle we will assume the fleet to 

have twelve ships of the line and eight Rams. (bach ship of the 

line will carry tour torpedo Koats ) . 

Of this total three ships of the line and two tams will be 

kept a'- a reserve; leaving for the main Order of Battle rune of 

the line and six Rams, 

The ene!ny,supposed to ne of equal force,has seen made out and 

the fleets have neared each other enough to allow the numbers and 

probaole force of the individual ships to e made out,as well as 

the for nation of each if any ha been taken uo. If this knowledge 

has been picked uo by 1.00kout.:vesse ls,the distance may be ten

miles, ii' from the main body of the fleet any degree of certainty 

could hardly be .had at over six miles. 

Assuming that the speea of the ships would admit of standing 

down,in a well cept order,at 1,t1e rate of twelve krints,the uistance 

of six miles would De covered in half an hour ii the oi,her fleet 

did not withdraw. The advantage of sailing in order of rsattle,or 

in an order of sailing quickly changed into Battle Ord er, is evi-

dent. 

Granting on the part of one fleet the intention to force an 

Pngagf' ̀Went if it can, the other fleet may mean to stand down, to 

!Weer, it wi+,h purpose equally offensive; or it may deciue to await, 

the attack,that is to fight a defensive battle,with possible hopes 

of taking up the offensive after obtaining some advantage; or it 
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may int,=nd to avoid a decisive enga p'nent,for strategic reasons, 

connected with the general plan of canpa.ign as well fly l.ana as DJ 

sea. 
(A fleet, can hardly await an attack for the reason that it 

must keep in motion. A fleet cannot stand still;  it must keep 

steerage way on,at least,to prevent falling into disorder. 

Hence , as in Cavalry t,ac tics , all movement and f or*nat ion must 

be based upon continuous motion. 

A fleet for certain reasons might present its rear to an at-

tacking f orce, keeping up a fire from the after guns and cropping 

torpedoes in its wake 'ac . tic . Thus: 

a - I?leet steaming ahead at low speeq firing stern chase and 
, 

dropping torpedoes in pairs connected with a 

H - attacking fleet at full speed, f iring Dow guns . S.S.L. ) 

It is well to keep in mind that there are two kinds of animus 

with which naval warfare may o wag ed,accord ink, as the intent, of 

the two combatants is to control the sea, or suiwl y to cover their 

aims upon the land. The latter,at any rate since the year 1'luti, 

hay been the i+'rench system. The fleet has oeen to them simply one 

of the armies, indeed scarcely more than one of the arms of the 

army,conducing to the general aim of a camoaign. The common word 
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for fleet in French writers was ar'n,as for ad'niral they often use 

general; and,such is the powerful effect of words on the minds of 

.- men, it is quite possio le tins nomenclature may have seriously af-

fectAd the feelings of the French people and the policy of the Fr 

French government. However that :nay be , in read Ing French naval 

history after the date named,1700, one cannot but be struck with 

the part assigned to the French nvv,and the effect upon the spi-

rit, not the courage , but the spirit animus (1 now no exact equly-

alent ) of French off icers,a spirit often deplored by their pro-

fessional historians. Until the peace of 17 the navy was much 

neglected both in nurnoers and disci~.~line,so that, the lesson is lei 

striking; but when sent to sea we finch it aiways,with rare excep-

tions,maktng a running fight; accepting,not, giving action; negleci,. 

ing to follow up advantage; there was always sotnethin else to do 

than to f i it anc crush the enemy's fleet. This period was fol-

lowed tip by one or much naval activity,and when the war broke out 

known to them as that of lT/ ,but which to us is inextricably en-

twined with our Revolutionary struggle,the French navy opposed 

tormidable numbers and anle men to England. Then Spain threw her 

sword into the scale, and the combination so strained Ong lash re-

sou7n es that they were almost everywhere inferior in numbers. 

Neverthel ess,the story remains always the same. Hampered by or-

ders from hone,and by a t,radit non which had acquired the force of a 

s yste:n, t,the French navay had always something to co other than 
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whipping the English fleet - there was always some strategic con-

sideration which made it necessary to economize the f lee t; and 

fair advantages, partial success es,were allowed to go unimproved. 

The same continued over into the wars of the Republic and Empire. 

French fleets watched their chance to slip to sea unseen; their 

ord. ors were to get s cmewhere and do something, but, in order not to 

fail in doing that snmethirig,to avoid action which might cripple 

their force. This line of action,aidea doubtless by other causes, 

b rou t about a degree of profess i mal prof is iency and morale 

which ended in the Nile and Trafalgar and drove the t+'re rr: h t lag 

from the aea. 

The English policy during all this t.Lme was wholly different. 

They aimed of course to possess the land; the sea in itself is but 

a barren h i way; but they aimed to possess the 1 amd through the 

control of the sea. More or less distinctly seen from the infancy 

of their navy,the idea took shape more and more clearly,till it 

became the rul ing pass ion of the people and the guin ing princ fpl e 

of her statesmen. English armies fought all over the world; but 

the reason they did so was that they might win new extension for 

her commerce, new naval stations on which to 1 can h Ar fleets;  anc 

the f left, or the sea if you will,was the base of operut ims . Yet 

even the possession of new ports and fortified harbors,valuable 

as they were for n ava]. b ases,was secondary to the great principle 

of her naval warfare; which was t,o attack and destroy the organ-
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ized forces of the enemy wherever she found them in numbers that 

3ustif led Mks fighting. This,th.ough probably rather instinctive 

than the result of reasoning,was ac opting for the control of the 

sea,what Jomini calls Napoleon's favorite objective: "the destruc-

tion o.r: d isorganizar,ion of the enemy's forces without, giving at-

tention t,o geographical points of any kind". Even now there must 

be something inspiriting to an English oft icer,as he reads that 

the signal for the ene!w is sight was always followed by that for 

a chase and an increase of sail; but upon the seamen of the day 

andtheir morale, the influence must have been very great. Hence 

though many of the ngJ ish admirals were mere fightng men,whil e 

the French,with their passion for system,had evolved a very clever 

plan for g iv ing a few hard raps an dth.en hauling out of the fight, 

a plan which they practised often with success,the result was that 

the English obtained tMt which it was no mere boast to call the 

rule of the sea,wh.atever nay be thought t,o be the case now. t+'ror 

the year 1700 up to Wateri.00,and for years af'ter,she held that 

rule; a rule of iron, oaten used with tyrannical disregard of c

others' riF;htS,a rule which at tames strained her every resource 

and even then seemed to totter,but which she never lost up to the 

end of the last of the great sea contests which the world has as 

yet known. It has been said by a writer,who should have had means 

of knowing,that Napoleon,though he c ontinueci rebuilding the r'rench 

Navy after Trafal;ar,did so only because the English were thus 
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forced to keep up c loc kades and spend money which o therw 1 se have 

gone in subsidies to his Oontinenta]. enemies. 

____ I have let myself be drawn into a long digresslon,because it 

cane about, naturally and it was not misplaced at the beginning of 

a e lsc uss i on of Naval Orders of battle and. t'lans for action under 

our changes conditions.  The whole history of the French and rng-

lish Navies is a powerful illustration of what is one of the ac-

cepted maxims of war in all ages and under all c editions: the 

advantage gained oy the initiative,whether in the general policy 

of the war, or in individual battles; upon the land. , or upon the 

ocean at large,or in l L►nited portions of it. 

The English fleets got first to sea and blockaded the i+'re rn h 

in their ports; ii they slipped out they cleared them; if they 

were found they fought them. To this the i ng lish added the obser-

vance of another plain rule,they kept their navy superior in num-

bers,equipment,and discipline to any one other navy. If our peo -

ple really mean,what some among them say,to enforce a Monroe doc-

trine, or to control the Isthmus; it behooves then at once DO -

cice what part the United States Navy is to De ready to play in 

the Gulf of vtexico,anc by what numbers that part is to be sustain-

ed. (Rut, they wont). 

To return now to our .imaginary fleets  - and first to the one 

that, has made up its mind to attack; in what order should it stand 

down,bPirig on the supposition aoout six miles distant from the 

enemy: 
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It is no part of my task to discuss the best type of battery 

for iron-clad ships. it will be sufficient to assume,what will 

not be disputed,that a very consiaeraole portion of tt~e total ar-

tillery tire will be available right aheaa,and another lame frac-

tion right, astern. This bow and stern fire will also be available 

on the broaoside,but it may he worth while to point out that the 

desire for weight of fire ahead and astern involves of necessity, 

from the proportions of bum to broadside,the abandonment, of many 

mediurn, f or a few heavy guns. Consequently greater need tor skill 

and coolness in the gun captains. 

The t irs t two principles laia down are that each vessel and . . 

the entire fleet,shoulc be able freely to use its offensive powers 

to the best advantage,and (la) also present the least favorable 

target to the enemy's fire. 

In thus standing ciown for the enemy and until within the dis-

tance when torpedoes of any kind may be seriously t'earer,uhe only 

weapon to U used is the gnn; the only attack to be feared is from 

the gun, or from a sudden a ash of the enemy's rams. 

In order that each vessel may use its artillery to the best 

advantage, it seems  that a direct  approach bows on , w 111 ive great

er steadiness of gun platform and freedom of tire;  in order that 

all the vessels may enjoy it,none of them should have another inn-

me c lately or nearly ahead of it. This woola indicate a 1 me 

abreast,or a slight Tnoditication,to ve a proper lormaulcn,anc, a 
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line aheac or column,directed toward the enemy to be a vicious fog 

mation,cluring the period that the t legit is confined to its artil-

lAry. (Reconcile my for ration with !+4elgs. ) 

(Formation in line can only be abreast: hence the word abreast

is superfluous. 

Column has butt one meaning. Would it not be well to discard 

the term Line ahead'! 5 . ti. J . ) 

In order that the smallest and. least fdvoraole target should 

DP presented by each ship and by the f feet, th.e same formation is 

indicated. A long thin 1 lne,at right angles to the enemy's line 

of fire and rapidly changing its distance , is as poor a target as 

can be devised. The most difficult element, in aiming is the ole-

vation,and there can DP 1 it,i;le doubt that a lame proportion of 

thA enemy's shorts would earn that absurd co*~mendatlon we so often 

hear: 'A gpod line shot but over°,which is an entirely worthless 

shot. r'rom the same regard to the target, of fered,the advance in 

column is se an to be vicious,as deep columns have always been 

found to be. They invite conrent,ration upon the head and offer 

f roc it it,ies, increased many f old, f or shots ranging too high to find 

a billet, in the rear,while a serious injury to a leading, vessel 

will involve confusion in tte order and possible collision; in a 

word a i saste r. 

The auvanc in 1 ine abreast ocing generally 1ndleated,wlll any 



modification of it be advantageousY In replying to this question 

we may 
observe that as soon as we bAgin doubling up our single 

1 ine , and mak :cn an ankle with i t,we begin t,o approach the forma-

tion in column with its defects. If the centre of the line is 

kept, advanced and the legs thrown to the rear,you approach a ciouo-

le column on the centre; if the flanks are kept on the or igi na 1 

line and the centre retired,two single columns are torned. In 

the one case you pass throw a series of salient, in the other of 

re -entrant, ang J. es . With regard to the offensive p owe r of the 

_e 

sa l ienr; angle, you will observe that when it becomes at all pro-

nonnced, the fire of one flank of the assailants Decomes more and 
its 

nor A r'stricted to the flank of the enemy immediately in front; 

in other words the order is unfavorable for concentration of f i i . 

On the other hang when looked at with reference to the target pre-

sented to an enemy's line , it will be seen that the f lank A is more 

or less enfiladed (raked) by the flank D,andthe flank h by the 

flank C; it is a direct invitation to the enemy to concentrate by 

a cross fire upon the vertex of the angle. Cripplin the leading 

ship of such a douole echelon does not entail all the harm done to 

the head of a c of umn, but it c oes involve an ugly gap in the centre 

of your order of n att 1e , at the point, nearest the enemy's 1 in e, and 

where the fire of few of your ships in this order would bear. 



Let us turn now to the series of re-entrant ; ngles,and first: 

Hots in passing that the intervals between the ships must be great 

er than in the line abreast,unless in( ect an attempt is made to 

diminish the front; a remark trues also of the salient formations. 

With regard to offensive power,when the angle formed by the two 

f lariks is at all acute,the front must be much diminlshed,and con--

cAntration uc~on the enemy's llne,though posslble,will be circum-

scribed; it can hardly fail,too,that the centre ships in the rear 

will be embarrassed oy smoke. As regards the target presented,e~ 

the two sines of the angle wile be subject to enfilading fire from 

the enemy's flanks,which however,so far as it is a cross lire, 

at the point most remote from the enemy's line,and where a gap,if 

eft ected,would be very thoroughly protected by cross fire from the 

sh ius on either side. 

This last consideration of an interior crossing fire has had 

much weights with me in considering a moderate esentrant angle as 

a beneficial modification of the line aoreast,at this period 01 

the attack. Equally with the line abreast it will ad Hat of tire 

being concentrated on a point of the enemy's l ine , and. when of very 

moderate inc 1 ination, not exc~eding 20° of either wing from the 

line aoreast,will not be foT°nd to expose a more vulnerable target. 

It advances the flanks and bolos back the centre,which i believe 

to be a correct practise. The centre is defended by cross fire of 

both flanks,and the flanks,which are the exposed feature of the 
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line abreast,reciprocally cover each other against the direct ad-

vanc or rains or tor. pedoes,t,o a c egree unattainable by the I. me 

abreast. In case of a wide detour of amsto come in square on the 

beam of the flank ships,a manoeuvre almost i:mpossiole from k:Qf 

time,a re-entrant angle is at no disadvantage whatever as compared 

with the line abreast,while ii the detour result in the rams com-

ing in at all abaft the beam, the flank ship has the stern guns or' 

its wing of the fleet to assist its proper ae f ense . 

In case of a salient formation of approach, it is evident that 

such a direct attack by Rams woul be res isted by the guns of the 

vessels of the same flank which being nearer than the other flank 

would be more efficient; but while l present, this cersiceration,it 

seems to me by no means to outweigh the disadvantage of the sa-

lient formation. 

In a~sigriirig 20 as the maximum deviation from the I one ab reast. 

I have given an arbitrary figure. The amount of inc lination must 

depQnd upon the character  and position of the ships' batteries, 

(and the intervals' ?b eta 'en the ships ) . The ob3ect to be attain-

ed is that the forward guns of each wing shoulo have clear play 

across the bows of the ships of its own wing;for the defense of 

the opposite f lank,and that the fire from the stern guns should 

have clear sweep up to the flank ship of its wing,as aid zng the 

rear defense. 
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R?-entrant angle - 20 from line abreast - Intervals 200 yds. 

Ships Lengths 3001 ft. 

`!'h? wing AO's f irp from forward can converge on B while pass-

ing clear of bows of ships in same wing, tire f r an after battery 

will, have a concentration not tar from the beam of left flank ship 

A while passing clear of sterns of other ships mL the wing. 

Query would it be an improvement to keep 0 on line abreast of 

the two ships next him? 

(No. It would screen his fire abeam and prevent that mutual 

sUUpert so es:;eritial in mil Ztary formations. See Sir Howard I)oug-

las on mutual defense. S.h.L. ) 

Keeping these conditions in view,the formation should approach 

as nearly as possible the line aoreast,which has advantages of its 

own,which should be sacrificed as little as possible. 

To c anplete this discussion the case of a simple echelon or 

oblique line should be considered. 

.D if the approach is made squarely on the front of the op-

posing line,as in the figure it is eviu~nt that the line 

A 



AB is advancing in the formation of a re-entrant angle, in which 

the wing a0 has oeen sacrif ie ed,and the whole wing A0 has lost in 

its power of concentration by its greater distance from the enemys 

line. The increased fire upon a reap attack from A0 does not make 

up for these drawbacks. 

There is a very possible case however in which an advance in 

simple echelon might offer great advantages to a quick rind s:cil-

f ul initiative. 

r~t Let us suppose that dy accident or as the reult of 7a -
C   V 

noeuvrin; - the two 1 rows of equal front are approach-
A 

J t 

i I 4'AFs's line is from the left wing D. If CD continue on 
~ I / 

I the same course permitting the same relat,iive positions 

to remain,AB may throw his right wing still farther 

A f orwara as the rncnent of contact draws nearer - the 

left wing slacking speed as tar as prudent,ana prod .F , 

diverging to the right ,ogeth er so as to draw more upon the 1 ire 

of bearing  OB' . Of c cXlrsP we c a riot count upon CD failing to 

change the disposition of his line ,hut if he postpones doing so 

until -,he proper moment for AB to push his right wing forward,he 

ing so that the flanks lap 1). If AB throw his 

right flank well f orwarc as in (!~'ig 2) wh it e still 

steer ing a course perpendicular to the front of CD, it 

is evident from an inspection of the figure that the 

right wing C, of UI) is further from A than any part of 

J 
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will be exposed to the chance of ahving his own left wing attacked 

o oth in f r on and flank by nearly the whole force of his en er?~y . 

In AB is throwing his right wing 

f orward,wtule the left wing inclines to 

I the right with speed !? verially below that 

of the right wing. The left wing Lhus re-

/4 
tiring will pass on to the continuation 

of Oki' or peen in rear of that wing,which 

will then head to take CD on the flank. as OA thus retires it 

Will keep up its fire upon the enemy's flank attacked ana also 

upon the other flank which must attempt some movement of relief. 

If that movement take the shape of throwing forward the wing C, the 

f ormation b ecomes similar t,o the enemy' s ,but with the ac vantage 

of t istance in favo of AB. The ground in front of AO is inter-

dicted To the wing C,and as for attacking the flank A,trie c istance 

AO is less than AC. (The proposed movem mt, of AO is that called 

refusing a flank in land tactics.) 

At the end of this manoeuvre the f :lrst exa!aple of wtlat is 

called Grand Tactics or a c omoination for Battle, 1 sry a word &c. 

I made similar re:nar!'s in :ny ►_actures on Strategy. 

In brin6i1g at this poa nt this lecture to a c !_ose, it ? s f it- 

Ling to shy a word as to the kind of criticism that is legitimate 

upon any proposed formation or manoeuvre. 

If two fleets are precisely equla in numoer andefficiency of 



ships,if all the captains are equally skilful and equally brave, 

and it the t,wo leaders have precisely thQ same endowments as leaa-

e rs, it is evio.ent that the results of battle must ►)e precisely 

egeal,until some chance destroy the equality and allow one to pre- 

porlderate. Battles are won because one side is 1 s numerous, or 

less et'f icient,, or. one leaner l ~s skilful than the oi,her. ,~iscus-

sions,such as we are now engaged upon,are not expecteo to result 

in a precise f ormula, l ike a druggist's prescription or the rule of 

three,f or ensuring victory. They aim simply at examining the r.~a 

parat ive advantages and d isadvanta~es of certain positions to the 

fleet  or fleets  The more numerous the positions 

so exarnined , andthe more accurate the appreciation of their compar-

ative actvantages,the better fitted will an officer be to seize the 

opuortunity which chance, or his own skill, or the bluncier of his 

ouponent,,has placed within his reach. This fitness,or facil. ity 

(coup d' oeil ) implies quickness of aecision, itself an inestimable 

gain in the lightrlin speeas of our clay; aria 1 may observe that 
the 

from the comparative simplicity of situations,it depends less en-

tirely upon natural aptitude..anct can be more easily got,throu h 

study,by the sea officer tti_an oy his brother on shore. 

It is not theref ore,rlecessarily a reply to the c1.aim of advan-

tage for a certain position to say: "Uh,Dut if your O)porlent does 

so ana so:" If the position is such that by your opponent doing 

a thing whof ty in his power,your ace vantage is charigect into a dis-
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advantage - then you have misapprehend ea your case,anc instead of 

a ooc c ono inat,ion,you have made a bad one. dut if your ad van Cage 

is real,and your opponent can do no more than neutralize it,by im-

meriately changing his of er,then you have developed a useful 

idea. 

END Or 1ST. LI CT'URE. 

LECTURE 11. 

The discussion of the case of the simple(or single)echelon has 

been carried a Iitt,le beyond the strict limits of the question in 

hand,vi~: the f or'nation for b Wiring down while still confined to 

the use of the gun as the chief weapon of offense. This formation 

has been considered from the rouble point, of view of developing 

the utmost power of the iron clads singly and collectively,and of 

offering the least favorable target to the enemy's fire. Mter 

trying to g itre the reasons pro and con in each case,! have express 

ed my pref Prence under these heads for tree line aDreast,mod ified 

by giving to it slightly a re-entrant form. (The crescent of the 

galley period. ) 

I have indicated as a next, requisite to a good fornation that 

each vessel, in ads, ition to its own powers of resistance, i.e. its 

armor and other sources of structural strength,should be defendeo 

by the offensive action of the others upon possible assailants: in 

other words there must be mutual support. 
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I)ndar the condit,ions,that, is that we are not yet in torpedo 

range,the torpedo is out of the ci iscussion. by this 1 mean the 

auto-mobile torpedoes of the Ironclads themselves. Torpedoes 

launched by other sea-going vessels (as distinct trom torpedo 

Doats) I consider under the general head of Rams,as close quarter 

wear cns. We have to consider the Gun chief ly,the Ram secondarily. 

r'or mutual support against the guns of the other f 1 eet, I see 

nothing better than an order which permits each ship to throw the 

weight of its artillery upon any point, of the enemy's order. Such 

an order is cornolete and the one already proposed fulfils the ae-

mand for a fleet bearing down to attack,and yet outside torpedo 

range; unless it should be dete *minedto bring to at a suitable 

distance for broadside action,an improbable contln6ency,aut one 

which will have to be e iscussed in the proper place. 

Turning then to the Ram and taking first the order so far pre-- 

f erred,  the slightly re-entrant, it is plain that the two flank ves-

sel s are the most exposed,the least supported. The flanks of the 

n het~lyessels may DC considered as sufficiently protected by those 

outside them. If art attack in front is atternpted oy rams on any 

point of' the 1 in ~, putt ing aside any o rh er defense than that of 

the ironclads themselves of the first line,the stern fire of one 

wing can always be c mcAntrated upon them. 

N'rorn my point of view, it is not to be believed that an attack 

upon the flank should be made by ships of the l Lne detached from 
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the main body. The party assailea would of course depart from any 

previously conceived plan aridgooble them up as quickly as possible 

Such an at,t,ack,audacious in any c ase, c ould only be made by ships 

with sped sufficient to retire successfully (if to Ll ed or not) , 

ann the loss or which in any event would not ee viral. The number 

so sent out would oe measured by the disposition of the rams of 

the fleet assailed; as that c isposit ion has not yet enterea into 

the discussion,which is still confined to the ships of the 1 i , e,we 

may say they could not be less than two. 

The re-entrant angle seems to co~bine the ships f or mutual 

support against Rams,by artillery,as well as can be don'e,in front 

and rear together,and all round,except upon the flanks of the wine; 

ships. Is there any other format ion, or any modification of t hi s 

one which will protAct the flank ships f urth er,wlthout, losing more 

than the gain mad e? 

Defense for a ship against ranming,confined,by the c auditions 

of a fl t,t,o a certain course and oearing,can come from no where 

so well pis from astern. The reason f or this is that the vessel 

c crsing next rams the ram. Shal. t we diminish our front by withdraw 

ing one ship from the line and placing it in rear of the f lank 

ship; and how do this? 

The simplest way probaoly would be to drop the flank snip her-

self in lae rear of the ship next her, "break it to the rear". Ut 

course in that position she is herself equally exoosea. ,Dut she 
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protects the ship that has Deoornp the proper flank,and there are 

pr~sPnted to the assailant the broadsides,both of guns and torpe-

d oes, of two ships instead of one as heretofore. This putting of 

two ships in column has all the vices of the column form of attack 

but is simple of execution. It the defense afford ed by rams of 

the first line is not deemed enough, it may be used to strengthen 

it; but I am decid ex~ly of the opinion that it should only De re-

sort ed to when Rams mean mischief; a mere threat should not induce 

the withdrawal of the flank ships to the rear. (Here mention my 

disposition of the Rams). 

As to any other order it must be in col,_nns,single or aouale, 

or triple it you rill,or a salient angle. `fhe latter pr'eserlts 

flank ships unsupported on the flank equally with the re-entrant . 

With coliunns,the rear ship of each is unsupported; out if the col-

umn be deep,d etached assailants would perhaps scarce pass so far 

to the rear. gut shall the fleet for the reason under considera-

tion,give up so much of its artillery f ire,by thus narrowing its 

f ront,while still oeyond torpedo or Ram offense. 

I should say not, and the re-entrant line seems to me still to 

present the best formation i. e.f or the point of mutual s port. 

The third condition demands that entire or partial c oncenl,ra- 

Lion of any arm or of all arms,!nay be ma e with (the greatest at-

tainaole)ease upon any part of the oneny's order; or,conversely 

to repel any attack which the enemy may make upon your own order. 
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This, in the portion of the problem at pros ent, DeinU considered 

means that the order in which the fleet  stands towards Lhe enemy, 

while still at artillery distance,should not only De the D t for 

that particular period of the action but should also allow change 

to any other order that may be thought more suitable for direct 

c oll is ion, involving the use of the close range weapons, to be made 

quicirly,and without confusion or risk of fouling among your own 

ships. Such close approach, iaparting increased accuracy and ef-

fect, even to the gun, laac s to decisive action. 

It, is riot yet proposed To iscuss what is the best o *~ er for 

such collision; but only in a general way the question o f changes 

of order and the fac it ity f or making nhetn,af f ord ed by the 1 ine 

abreast and its modifications. It must also b e notea that the 

question now is not whether the line aDreast,more readiy than 

another,allows such change; but whether,oeing nest suited for the 

beginning of an acti on, it admits changes with sufficient tease. 

We ma\r say that there are two extremes of form anion, one with 

the greatest front and least depth,which is the 1 me abreast or 

simply the line; the other with the least, front and g? eutest aepth 

which is the 1 ine ahead,or single column. (Here define difference 

between "change of f orrnat ion" and "a change of direction" which 

may involve no change of formation. chelon co!nbines 00th. ) 

Any c hangs of formation, putting aside for the moment changes 

of direction,from one .preseut line of attack, nust be in the nature 



of a smaller fr ant, f or we have in the line the widest from. The 

flank ships may bQ broken to the rear , giving; a front of `l, the 

front may be reruc d to four or five making a column of wings, or 

to three, nakin , a c oii.amn of divisions , ships three deep, or to two 

making a d ouole column,or finally to a single column. (Drag ams 

of all these format, ions as being those to which the fleet  may pass 

for collision.) 

It is not necessary to say to my hAarers,all of whom are fa-

.nil.iar with the simple movements involved in these cthariges,that 

the line aoreast pr's tints no dill ic171ties,aoove any other,in rnakin 

them. The re-entrant angle,however,noes otter a di riculty of its 

own,which must o e accurately weighed Del ore 1 anal ly acceptin b 1 t. 

1t may be sai' ~l y inferred that any diminution of front is made 

with the hope of cmcentrating a relatively seep pass of your own 

fleet upon a relatively thin line of the enemy. Thus if the 

 .D fleet, Ad is standing down upon the fleet CI), 

and,as the moment of collision approaches, throws 

the left wing AO behind UH, it will necessarily 

oe with the purpose of pissing through the half 

of CD with the whole of his own I1e~t,co'npell-

ing each ship attacked of the enemy to pass un-

der the guns and torpedoes of two of his. Now it is eviuent ( »i. -

gram) that the ships from 0 to A can pass to the rear of OB,un- 

tratnplad by any o1 the ships to the rights of th~n,but the fronts 

F`7 i 
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of the two wings not being square (parallel) o CI ,the vessels in 

each will not have the simultaneousness of attack desirable. 

The only reply to this ob,~ection is an appeal to the reserve 

of speed that must oe supposed in each ship,as before argued. i-

ther the line can DP straightened up before the manoeuvre,which is 

not, necessary; or,during its progress,the left ships of the right 

wing can increase their speed; rectifying the bearing. If the 

centre ship r0" go to the rear,it can at once keep along a course 

at, right angles to the original,and the others can ao the same. 

Not only does th A r i ft' icul of bearing exist, but, i i any 

change of direction be intended, it must be in to bear the 

attack still Wore upon the enemy's flank opposed to th e on 4 of 

your own which is re-enforced. Thus in the case c onsi dered, it 

could  never b? intended to bear toward the flank C,though the line 

OB is d irect,ed that way. 1f it should be intendea to carry the 

attack toward the extreme D,the formation bec ones yet more ob3ec-

tionable,and it would be a question for the leader,whether he 

would depart at all from the line abreast in his original forma-

ti m. 

If the llne be doubled on the centre,the intervals will be too 

small in consequence of the protuberance to the rear. I believe 

however that in the res ewe of speed is found a sufficient remedy 

for the difficulties present,ed,and 1 am itot aware of any other 

d it'f icul ty in the 'may of changes  of fo rnat,i on from th e re-entrant 

line. 
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So much for changes of ton Lion. 

As regards changes of direction,we all know they are more easi- 

mad? by a single column than oy any Wider front. 

Uhang~s of direction are of two kinds,the(directiol;of)trmt 

may be c hanes and the body move ct irectl.y to the n v tront,which 

is more or lass of a wheel; or the f r mt b ein kept the same, the 

diff~ront ships may move together in he new directiori which is an 

oblique. If you wish,for example,to move toward a point 4 ° from 

the perpendicular to your right flank,you may form on a new line, 

or you may oblique. 

The c l.n of d irecti a of a single column is the simplest any; 

easiest manoeuvre in tactics; as you increase the front, the d if f i- 

cults increases,and when you reach a ions line,the manoeuvre is 

perhaps the most ct iff i cult for either a battalion or a fleet to 

in ak e. 

As regards a change of direction by an oblique moveinpn t, if it 

be not too long continued we may assume that it can oe made with-

out difficulty. 

In order to decide whether a cane of front by a wheel is ne-

cessary or safe when two fleets are rapidly nearing, each ohar in 

l ine,we will have to consider as bri of l.y as may ne,what kinds of 

at+,ac k aiming; at con cent rati on can p e made, and how such attacks 

can be met. In other words what kind of changes 01 fo rrnati on wil 

take plac e,and how extensive they wil.l oe. (The d iscussi m ai'ns 
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at being exhaustive.) 

If the enemy await your attack, or allow you to be the assail-

ant, in 1 ine,you may attempt your concentration upon one flank or 

uoon the Centre; on the other hand,he may first attempt, such con-

centration  upon your flank or centre. For this c oncentrati cn, no 

change of direction is needed or at most a moderate echelon or 

oblique movement. If he persist in maintaining his order in line 

it would be possible to pass ray one f lank.in column thus c ncen-

trating your f irP,by successive vessels upon one or more of the 

flank ships. ('i'l ere is a defect here in that the is assume( 

to be in front or nearly so. If he should be made out on a 1' lank 

or to the r~ar,the front must necessarily be changed. This last 

case emphasizes the neect of look-out ships.) This though it in-

hLe 1Lr.~c -£ytria,,t A 

tack the Wing I) 

volves a c hange in the line of o miring of your 

f 1 ee't,does so by a simple change of formation of 

the easiest kind. If you c aisi der that this at-

tack has tOo much concentration of one kind and 

lengthens your fleet  too mach, ancc prefer to at-

in front as well,you may keep a certain number of 

your ships A' on the original line of bearing and let them pass 

throe h the enemy's line; or you can resort to a manoeuvre indi-

cated above (P.n8) and pass through in coL.i.mn of divisions. If 

ground is to be gained to the flank in order to make those move-

ments f easible, it may be done by onliquing, or in the very act of 
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forming as in l+'ig. lf rou direct your attack upon the centre, in-

stead of a fiank,yoii may do so by double column or by column of 

divisions or any anal ogon s form but there is no call for anyth3.ng 

approaching the wheel in these. (The point is that no wneel,which 

is a aii r icult, movement, is required.) 

If the "ne. T`1y instead of comzn, in line,come to meet you in an 

order of one or more columns, or columns of any f ront,his approach 

will be dirctec toward one of your flanks or your centr A; you not 

having yet changAd from line abreast. Unless you have allowed too 

much time to slip  away, in case,that 1 s,you have time to manoeuvre, 

e 
s~ 

A 

you can at worst make the same formation. If he tries to uaSS Uy 

your flank,as above,CI) can form line ahead on D,anr the two fleets 

pass on parallel lines in opposite directions. If he attack your 

centre with columns of broad front, you can use 

the 1 ike, or with safety pass your fleet  on 
AQ 

` the two sides of his column. 

` The best, defense of C1) is to put him-

` spli on the line 1)1)' which is reached more 
~D 

shortly and With I. ess c onfusion by the 

sloes than a f the hypothenu.se 1)1J' , in other 

1 woras by novement in column rather than by 

a wh''Al. This reduces itself to passing 

in opposite directions  by coli.i nn s. CD, if equally nample with AB, 

might form o y his left  flank in double column to pierce BA' toward 

the rear of column. 
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An att,ackin; fleet at the  moment of launching its vessels for-

ward may wish to use an echelon formation; throwing for insrance 

its three right vessels against the enemy's left,followed closely 

by the next th r e,and then tie last three. This f or ti on woula 

M  be s o!newhat, more alt fault  i,hari the formation of 

tM same column by a flank movement or the left 
 i 

.8 divisions,but it, 1s more rapid,andit might keep 

p the enemy longer in suspense. He may move to 

A , meet it by throwing his five or six (s lx D est De-

,ti~ -3~L tcause b' will pass our ship outsic e of flank 

er D) right ships on the (PM or even to CM. This woula una wbted 

ly be a wheel but the second position} at least would be more quick 

ly and safely reached by moving Ali forward and the others in its 

'vake,while the other is but a half wheel. The best plan wo ul d DC 

to refuse the threatened flank. 

It is scarcely conceivable that an enemy in order of columns 

can op a'<<aiting an attack; his purpose must be, sacrificing as he 

does by such an order his artill Pray fire,to attack you by concen-

trating upon some part of your line. You rnay,however,w1u e hold-

ing on to your line aoreast as long as safe, purpose yourself to 

concentrate m on him. This may DC cone on the head of the columns 

on withQr flank, or on the rear. The figures are intended to zllua 

trace certain plans. It, would perhaps oe an aovanta~e it you 

could pass all our ships on one flank of a r ounl e column; In the 
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>r r r'igure,if the single column AC pass the dwbi.e column 
r 1 

I r CI), C' I)' in opposite directions, the fire of all out the 

lead ing ships of the column (ii) is greatly hampered, it C 
r 
r not wholly masked, oy the column C' D' . given an indented 
r 
i column,unc er sc_ich conditions,rust be interior in secu-

rity and range of fire,to the single column which to s 

nothing; in its way in the direction of the enemy. What 

is true of the d oTviP col imn, is yet more true of a triple column 

under the same conditions,and there would seem incedentally to 

follow  here the remark that the further you depart from the single 

column in the direction of a 1 in e abreast, the greater the disad-

vantage in passing outside a f lank,when coming to close action. 

Concentration upon the head of a moving column is doubtless 

most dangerous to the assailant. The head of a col i_mn has always 

been recognized as the strongest part of it,and it for no other 

reason,beeause the rear is pointed fair and caning up to its aid. 

If the positions of the two fleets permit it,a double colulrm pass-

ed on the two flanks of a single column,emoracing it under fire 

from both s ides,woul d be a serious and dangerous c oncent rati on. 

In the r'igure the leading ships I) are under i double fire; and al-

though it is true that in the end nine ship s will have passed Un-

der th A fire of nine, yet the action will begin with the c tance 

of serious d isaster, by the crippling of one of the van ships Ii, 

I ' which would throw confession into the whole line C1 . There is 

~~' more a( vantage but I am not,however,here discussing the rela-
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Live advantages of different formations for close action, but only 

whether thosQ s eae apt ens formations can be reached, from a line 

abreast, simply and without confusion. The single or double column 

can b e so formed from wither flank or the centre. 

Conc tration could be P ractisea on the head of a c olnrnn by 

moving off your ships after they ha declined their fire on the 

enemy's leaders. There can be no question as to the comparative 

risk r. un by the two fleets thus acting. The two leading ships at 

~A D should be crushed by the conDined t;un and torpedo 

t°
! ram o t Wi until the rear 8 , has taken the new course 

after which it will become a question of speed till 

A can countermarch. but whatever the merits or df~—

f ire of A~,nor should there be much danger from the 

merits of the attack, it presents no difficulty in 

being effected frog the line aDreast,being only a simple column. 

oncentration on the head of a column might be practised in a 

column of squadrons, in double echelon,which would be more applica-

c cable to a double than to a single column of the enemy. Such a 
[ I~~ 

column of squadrons may De equally tell called a double line 

I l 
abreast; aria illustrates the transitions from columns to line 

—,  and vice versa, of which indeed it may be called the trans-

ition phase. The formation permits a pow'rful concentrat-
T 1' 

ed fire upon the enemy's leaders up to the moment of col-

T  lision (passing) and maintains it throughout. (NOh: the 

9th. sh ip should be in the 1 ead ing squadron, and should be 
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in the lead ink; squadron,and shoulc b p in the rear of the donb1e 

colurnns and betwPen th em.) '1'be point here under discussion is 

wh ether the formation can oe made simply and without confusion 

from our purposed line for artillery fire. The reply is that the 

leading squadron is already nearly in the required formation it we 

attain it by brea'Cifg to the rear the two fl ank snips; or to ex-

press the sane in another way,.if we form double columns on the 

c'Qrlt,re. 

When the en rly approaches with a front of three or f our ships , 

in c olmmn that, i s of squad inns or or divi sions, 1 n el ieve that 

passing by the flank of a single,or double indented,column is the 

nest, form of concentration D e✓ause the fire of the two squadrons 

farthest, from you,and their ra,ns too,are masked; concentration on 

the head of such a formation seems to me unwise. It is poverful 

for attack and particularly in the direction in which i t is al-

!~R 'd 
l ready standing; in other words pov~rf ill at the head. To 

I / meet it on the heao,with the same formation, is si:nNl j 

V'1 ' ~D to accept bat,t,le on equal terms,a theory note to oe ac-

cepted; to meet it, with a wider head and less depth, is 

to ir►vite the division of your fleet by this order 

lV arQaking through. A fleet passing in single eo• u~rtrio n 
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the f larik will bring nine ships' fir upon then; but, inasmuch as 

so long a 1inQ will DA exposed to be broken through, it tte enemy 

wheQls,either oy succQssivA divisions or all ships together,a bet-

ter arran,ement to An would De a double column; at any rate at the 

head. Supposing CI) to have changed fron as in the figure,AB being 

' -~~' —~- C A A~ in two columns is !nor P mana ,eaDle. His Six 

—, 

—
' 

--+ 

—~ 
D 

T 

l 

T 

~ leadmng ships readily meet the front CD,C'D' 

H3' and the new flank (old front) DDt I)" is met 
~ 

--- 

1~ 

both in front and in flank by the three rear 

ships of AR. 

The question naturally arises here,though it will not h pre be dis-

cussed,whether three lines deep have such an ac!vanT,age over two 

l ines as to 3ustity the narrowing of the front. 

The general truth may here be pointed oust that,as you narrow 

your f ront,you lengthen and expose your f lanks,while strengthenil}g 

your centre. 

My impression seems to have oeen,and now is,that if an enemy 

aroroach to attack in a single or d oual e column,c oncentration 

should take place upon the head which being narrow is wPaer,while 

th flanks being long are stronger; but: 

.. If the enemy approach in treble colu.rnn,or column of divisions, 

it will be b ett,er t,o pass his flank in single or c'ouole column be-

cause in such formation the head is stronger and he flank weaker, 

th Prefore concentration should be upon the latter. 

Without claiming to have discussed al 1, or even the greater 
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part of , possible formations suitable to meet the various contin-

geneies of close battle,! thin' we may say that enough have been 

considered to warrant us in saying that they can,as a rule,be 

form xi from the line abreast with so little difficulty that no ar-

gument hence will be against it as a primary formation. In its 

modified,re-entrant, form the only objection sustainable is not in- 

sup~rable,nor sufficient to outweigh its advantages. Where a 

change of direction, or of the line of bearing on which the fleet 

is ranged,has to be made, it can nearly always be made wi thou t 

wh~Aling,by _passing fran line to column in the required uirection. 

Hera perhaps should discuss the question of an en~ny appearing on 

either flank or astern, or on any bearing more than 4f °to the side 

of the course steered. 

With regard to concentrations upon the rear, of the enemy,they 

can mly be made at sea under present conditions,, tier passing 

r_ ound one of his flanks, unless he is in retreat; they will there-

fore need no attention here,as oenring upon new formations from 

th e line abreast. 

I conclude th erPf ore that there is no such dii f icu;lty in pass-

in to other formations  from a }~rell f orned line abreast, or re-en-

trant angle,as will constitute an insuP~r aule objection to it as a 

primary formation for artillery contests. 
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In yesterday's leoture,after laying down the requisites,six in 

number,for a satisfactory order of battle,! went on to seek a pri-

mary order,which I deiinect to man an order for that stage of the 

action when artillery from its range alone is used. By the 'In- 

f~rAnces' which I have distributed to you,you know that I regard 

a c hrin ;A of ord er, f or the purpose of coming to close action, imper-

ative. As far as my reading RI 'the subject goes, I differ here 

from other writers on tactical -natters,who tend to form their o r~ 

der of battle once for al 1, ar~d contemplate no change of o r un-

til collision ensues. Under this bias,almost, all prat or the line, 

my primary order,for the order of c oll.ision; one or two,however, 

expressing a preference for the column on account of its greater 

flexibility for thanes of direction. A flee, in column can head 

quickly to the right or left,and so,at the last monemt,change the 

point of attack without changing the formation. 

As far as I c?r1 recall,Commander Hoff ,who has gone extensively 

into the literature of the sub sect andproduced a compilation of 

matter exceed ingly valuable for purposes of ref erence, did not cite 

any plan,which,like those I have submitted to you,contemplates a 

ehange, just before collision begun out completed. Admiral Ran-

dolph's plan was for an order complete and to be changed while in 

toll isi cn,a scheme I conceive to be more difficult and hazardous 

than my own which nevertheless is risky enough. 

To fac ilitate such a change before the decisive charge,an or-

der elastic and open is necessary ; a close or complicated order 



will not allow this. I was 1 Act, thcref ore, inevitably to discuss 

the primary order with reference to the way it would lend itself 

to such conversions as I thought desirao ? e for obtaining an advan-

tage. It was in this way, and not becaus A I wished here to discuss 

the orders of collision on their respective merits,that I was led 

to orinF before you certain forms of concentration. (You will see 

(Table I) that my complete scheme contemplates  a lull Q isc a ssi on 

of orders and their parries.) 

Nevertheless I dda bring forward certain plans which necessa-

rily invited criticism. I wish to say about them two things. 

t+`irst that I hav not yet riven them exhaustive study,andam unable 

to assert that they are not open to a parry which will put the as-

sailant in a worse position than Def ore. 

Second that these plans , eem to me upon the whole to conform to a 

correct principle,which I did not formulate as I wrote them,viz: 

toe concentration they propose is made upon the weaker point of 

the enemy's order. F.G. when the enemy approaches in narrow col-

umn, the concentrations proposed are first upon the h Qad which is 

weak; whereas when he comes on in column of droaa t ront or in link 

conceriti t,ion is attempted on the flank which is weak,because the 

formation is shallow,avoiding the head. (Germs for Thought.) 

The essence of my sy stem, I think, lies in adopting a f or.nat ion 

which while good for artillery fire,distinctly contemplates a 

change which the en Any cannot f ore!rnow; aria which lends itself to 

such a change by its elastic charac tier. 
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will not allow this. 1 was i therefore,inevitaoly to c iscuss 

tbPsu 'na~!verPnnwir, tethrt~gh osthaL)1eyf cb wbu  +rit gdamta~!*nn-

tage . It was in This way, and not oecause i wished here to discuss 

the orders of collisions 
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Sup~.~ose, instead of the line, you had adopted the c of umn for a 

primary formation. You must either attack with it, or, if you chant 

to a broader front,, the rear ships being farther  from the en en , 

must catch up with the van to form it, imposing a loss of speed 

upon the van. Whereas in the line all ships are equally,or nearly 

Pauall distant from the enemy. 

The rourth rpauisit laid down for such a primary formation is 

that the space taken up by it to facilitate manoeuvring should not 

be so far extended as to allow an enemy to separate the parts of 

the fleet; to which must be added that,unless the fleet be very 

numerous,the two extremities should not be sn wiaely apart that 

the enemy coulc attack one in force,without having to fear a seri-

ous diversion (retaliation or counter attack) from the other. In 

t,h P sailing ship line of battle,t,he rear was alwajs weak as com-

pared 1°!ith the head; partly because ei t,Pe inevitaole straggling 

of a lone; col,nnn as the rear is reached,and partly because the van 

had to wear or attack in order to come to the assistance of the 

rear. 

This Pourt,h I)emand upon our primary artillery f ornation, as—

sumes considerable dimensions when we remember that ite have 7, o 

guard,not only against the enemy piercing that formation itself, 

from its own weakness, but also aga in st his cutting off any part of 

t,h e fleet while performing a particular evolution. 

To illustrate what I mean. In the evolution: "lo:-ward into 

column from a flank ship",the greater the wirth of the front,the 
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further from the enemy's line must, it be begun; or else the rear 

ship of the new column may have the enemy down upon its beam be-

f oreit has reached its place. 

All along their lines of men or ships tend to open out too 

much; a tendency that can be minimized by careful arill,but can 

never be wholly overcome. This tent ecy is sornptLmes varied by 

another to crowd togPth er,but the former prevails for obvious rea-

sons . Men will prefer upon the whole to b A a little too tar fr an, 

r. ather than a little to close to,ttheir next ahead or, abreast. 

This preference will be morn marked in column than line as is easy 

to see; a small rnovemmt of the helm will divert you from a ship 

al angside st,pering the same c a.?rse,and ,you have time to think; but 

if you are t,00 close to your next ahead,ano he suddenly stops or 

slows you are into him at once. (Mot so, see below.) 

(`l'he reverse of this is the case in all except f lank ships in 

~  
line. exar 

I
iple: r 

B finding himself crowded by C would gladly open out but for z 

He finds himself wedged in with no way of escape save by stopping 

and letting the others pass ahead. but if in column of three,l,his 

even is not free from danker for he f cards the next division or squa 

ron astern crowding up 
A C on him. 

t I

II d 

In column you can easily avoid your leader even if he should stop 
suddenly. SJ3,L. ) 



r'or this reason Commanders ,especially when unacc°ustomed to 

fleet sailing,will feel lass anxious,act with more coolness,and 

keep off from their neighbors less,in ling abreast or in echelon, 

than in column; and while the intervals in line abreast must ordi-

naril.\,r correspond more or less nearly with those to oe observed in 

column,so that transition from one order to the other may be made 

with a simple simultaneous movement of the helms,yet it may be 

considered whether for an imminent occasion, and Dearin g down for 

action is such an one,the normal intervals may not be reduced,not 

only with safety but with great advantage. 

We must, ass T.me throughout a highly drilled fleet. ! erf ecti on 

is our aim,and we must be granted reasonably perfect ships,reason-

ably drilled and commandAd,to achieve it. Hence we are entitled 

to expect that the captains,bein; aw~.re of the general plans of 

action which their chief entertains,and having his signals repeat-

ed by one or more repeating ships,properly pl ed in rear of the 

1 ine,the helms will move together when the signal goes down and 

the ships in turning will. describe parallel paths. This is expect 

ing a good deal; but the machines will do their work, if the men 

have h practise enough to gain confidence and to reduce the er-

rors due to the personal equation. 

It will not surely qe too much to expect that such a fleet can 

maintain a line ahead,with intervals of 200 yards,for the short 

time or shaming three miles or so. 1'he nerve that is to carry a 

modern ship through the exigencies of a modern naval action can 
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surer; re educated up to that point. Let us assume then, f or the 

nonce,2OO yards as our fighting interval; 2000 yards being a sea 

vile. Nine ships in line abreast,eight intervals,will occupy a 

front of l0() yards from flank to flank. when your line is nearer 

than that to the eriemy's,he can reach one of your flanks with part 

of his force sooner t,han .your other' flank can come up to it; it 

must be your business to see that he cannot reach it with greater 

numbers. It is very possible that the movement by which he will 

seek to concentrate upon one flank will Op begun while he is as 

yet more distant from your front than the length of that front, but 

his aim will Li to approach the flank while your other flank ships 

are more distant from it than he. Not only,under th e circun-

s tans es , is your enemy already nearer to the flank supposed att ac k-

ed, but he is nearer st ! 11 by the fact that he is heaa ing for it 

while your other flank must change direction points to cone to 

it,s aid. 

In the same way, if you wish before attacking to change your 

own order t,o our involving the coluiiin,you must begin your evolu- 

t,ion at sufficient distace from the enemy to complete it,not be-

fore the two vans encounter,but before your last ship..or ships 

which have not c anpieted their evolution can be intA rcepted in the 

flank movement. The extreme case woula o e to move forward into 

column,a flank ship,say the right,leading. If the enemy's left 

ship stand directly on,uninured,she will intercept your left snip 

before her movmn t is campi.e ted unless the evolution began con-
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sid~rably outside of lhO() yards; for the enemy has not lost time 

in turning. 1'his cutting off ,moreover will e in a clsadvanta-

geous way for your sh w,which to co!noi.etp her manoeuvre should 

stand on pr~sent,ing her Ueam to the en~ny. This she would scarce-

ly do; but her only escape would oe ray passing th rouh the enemy's 

ord~r, supported oflly oy the ships, two or three perhaps, th at have 

snared her mishap. 
tent 

The question thus presents itself as one of the of f Pct of ex-
of 
front uuon the distance range,up to which you can 'naintain the or-

der most favorable for artil 1. ery. Your wish to hold on to the 

latter may be very great,oecause you think yourself superior in it+

or because the enemy's order, say in column of some kind gives 

great advantage to artillery. Our study must therefore turn to 

the shortest method, in distance and time,for passing from the o r-

der in line abreast to colzmn,as well as to other devices for 

maintaining artillery distance; D1Jt first we must consloer another 

nearing of the length of interva].s upon the strength of the line 

(abreast). (Omit with a urief reference.) 

Although I have oven led first to discuss their effect upon 

the total_ extent of front,my actual first thought of them was as 

gaps by which an enemy could penetrate. eing averse to a close 

engagement in single 1 ine,this consideration lost some weight with 
if 

me; Dut as all may not have the same avQrsion,let us consider^ the 

interval so far ci iscussed,20() yards,could be 1 essened. 

If the intention is to engage in l use, it undoubtedly can .Six 
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hundred feet r~prnsents t'n breadths of an average modern first 

rate; andas a ship suddenly stopped would be instantly pased,no 

danger could o e feared from that, it , the interval were lessened by 

one half. On the other hanc, it wouln be quite possible for two 

f irn men to lead a double column of the enemy through a gap of 

600 feet,. It might for instance bA thought desiraole to l eac 

through the third interval from the right; the right column of the 

attac'cing force raking the enemy's left wing,whil e the left column 

aid Qr perhaps by rams,attempted to crush the three separated ships. 

While standing crown the attacking double column is exposed to the 

pojR rful artillery concentration which has been mentioned as the 

vice of a formation in column; but as the attacking; columns close, 

the advantage of enfilading fire becomes transferred to them. The 

` attack thus indicated could scarcely be attemp 

.r 
1 ted upon a gap of 300 feet. 

Again a narrow front,under supposition 30u 

yards or less than half a mile, Ares eats a tre-

,~ T T , mendous concentration upon the depth 

of a column or upon any point nearly 

opposed to its centre; and although as opposed to a similar line 

more open and extended , the flanks of the latter tend to enfilade 

the sides of a re-entrant angle Fig, 

~-P this ad vantage wi11. not co e into 

play till the approach is very near. 

Iut can the interval now considered be 
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thought sufficient to allow a simple deployment to be made quickly 

and without confusion. i+'ew will allow 30() f eet, a scant ship's 

length,to be enough interval,in any crisis,in line ahead. How will 

you increase these intervals? by a rac.ual divergence, o r oblique 

from any one ship ? That, :nay oe s irnt)le out is certainly not rapid 

Woula you venture to put all the helms over to6ether ! Scarcely. 

Whatever you might risk if caught in such a fonnation,you will not 

seriously argue for it as thing to he purposed beforehand, o r to be 

cone without great chance of confusion and accident. 

It is pretty sum that if six hundred feet be too great an in- 

tnrval,and I no not think it is,three hundred will be too small. 

However a fleet that is fighting in retreat,with a fleet sped 

e:aualli.n; its enemy's,could observe close intervals and could open 

them at will by an !r of r,h forward movements comnonly used by 

skirmishers. 

Now if the line (abreast) can be maintained at interval s ei-

ther of 300 or of 000 f eet, it, cannot be saia to be in itself lia-

ble  to severance by cut,t.ing; while the quickness with which,when 

drawn up with 600 feet, inte real, it can n e changed into column, 

while still out of range of the enemy's rams or torpedoes, preserves 

a sufficiexit motility. 

Let us here digress for a mmnent, andexamine,a l itt:le more 

closely,this point,viz: How quickly the order in line can be 

changed into column, and up to what point the full artillery fire 

may o e held on to without too great risk of being caugh'b in a 
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flank movement. To ro this let, us analyze the movements in the 

extreme cases,viz: lst.forming single column on a flank ship which 

is tae longest; and 2nd. f owning column of quadrons,which is the 

shortest. (These are the two cases in the diagram) 

In forming column forward on a flank ship, say the right, the 

left, ship \ to reach its post in rear of the new c olumnwmust pass 

to the rights a distance of eight intervals which is equal to IaUU 

yards,and make two wheels first to the right,next to the left. 

The speed of the advancing line is 12 knots,andin the absence 

of other data, I take the turning performances of the J{nglish iron-

clad Thund erer,with an initial speed of 10.44. 

The right ship advancing,the others wheel together to the 

right R points; in doing which they gain 1000 feet (333 yds. )to-

wards the enemy and 700 feet (2.33 yds. )to the right. kiighty nine 

seconds (1 mm .) is needed to assume this new formation in wh is h 

they are formed in line ahead (column) on their old front,and are 

thus moving to the flank with the enemy heading toward theip. 

In this 1* min.the enemy steaming 12 knots,has advanced his 

front d00 yards. Total approach of the two fleets 333+ 00 33 yds 

that is they are 1000 yds.nearer than at first position; or are 

2200 yards apart now. 

The left ship of your fleet has thus gained in wheeling,233yds 

to the ri ht; in order to wheel properly into column, she must be-

gin her final wheel when 3:33 yards (1 interval) to the left of tft 

column. To gain the point for beginning her second wheel,she has 
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thus to move to the right 1600 yards-F6 yards 1034 yarns in a 

straight line. 

The ene!ny's front therefore should be distant from her line of 

flank movem ent,wh ere this o egins, not less than 1034 yds ~}t,he time 

n d°d to hr to wheel into colon (H min. b00 yds. s lt34 ,yds. 

To find at) what point your whole movement must begin, you must 

add to this 1b34yds.the mutual approach of the two fleets during 

the first wheel which is 933yds ; giving 2od7yds. 

This distance will have to e e increased by another allowance 

for the loss of sped in the wheelin ; ships in turning; allowing 

this to be reduced to y knots for the whole d istance, qu ite an out-

side allowance 370yds should be added to the total =2037yds. 

We may then say that assuming equal speeds of 12 knots, the 

evolilt,ion must be begunsomething less than 1* miles from the ene-

my's front,anu will so ;o clear of his ram. Out it must be ob-

served that a fleet vjhich thus manoeuvres,as at a disadvantage as 

regards speed,compared with the other; for not only does it, lose 

speed, in wheel ing,which has b een all owed for,but also while movin t , 

to the flank in column, it, cannotincrease speed as faarl essly as 

its adversary approaching in line. On the other hand while thus 

rt~nnung by the flank, it continually has mus oroadsi~es directed 

toward the enemy and is .under no d isactvaritage in point of weight 

of artillery as canpared with its first formation unless the sea 

now make the gun platform more unsteady. 

Further discussion of the o omParative advantages of the vo 
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fleets is out, of place lyre where we are exa!ninin6 only the dis-

tance up to which the line abreast,from its extent,can OP main-

tained Defoie beginning a change into column. 

In the figure AB anc CI) are the first positiohs of hostile 

f J.eets,32O~yds.apart. C'D' one fleet has advanced 
Tai i 

e~ 1 I ' '4 ;1B ' I 
ti l ? 
v , 

~ 7 

in line at 12 knots and is ,lust being passed by B', 

v van ships of other fleet in column, rear ship at d 

o , 
C'D',B',A' third positions of the two fleets. 

Time of ABk evolution equals (Two wheels + 

11.34.yd s at 12 knots) =-3 min. - 3 min.: ti min ; to 

which is to o added an estimate allowance of 

1 min.t'or loss of speed in wheeling. Total 

7 minutes. 

In 7 minutes CD steaming, 400yds per minute 

comes abreast A'. In 8 minutes Cl) will have 

reached the first position of AB. 

(The ships which wheel all perf orn the 

sane evolutions and maintain their distances. 

If 

I 

g„ 

r - - ?

Tp 7 ? ? S

The van ship however is moving ahead at 1 uots,wh lie its next 

astQrn is making two wh aAJ.s,w.hich two wheels will carry it 1700 ft 

equals yds to the right,nearly two intArvals past the right 

ship. That is,t,h two ships to the right have noground to gain to 

the rir;ht,but the rev ers e. 

What shall be done - the Thunderer's figures give b0 sec. say 

1 minute t or the tInQ to change course 4 In one minute B wil 1 



have run 4_00 ,yds ah mod; the second will have n een transferred 300 

f Aet and advanced d00 (my estimate) . In another half minute B 

will, have run n00 ,yds and the second advanced,on a course of 45 

200 ;ids which will oe 14() ahead and 140 to right; total advance 

340 yds; total transfer 240,which would place him 230 yas astern 

of B and 40 to the right of him.) (May not B also have to head 

to right a little  to pass clear  of li ? ) The half wheel to 1 of t 

to bring him into column would leave a gap of 540 yds between him 

and the leader,besides placing 240 yds to the right. If B do nob 

shorten speed,there will be a lengthening of d00 ,yds in the column 

mainly between the leader and next two astern. 

This supposes the enemy not to have exceed?d twelve knots,a 

supposition which I think probaole,if not absolutely safe. 

In snaking this change to single column upon a flank ship,the 

f legit, exc ppt the leader and two followers, moves at first on a lino 

parallel to the fr azt ox the enemy. While so moving, the whole 

broadside battery is brought into play maintaining therefore a 

fire quite equal to the bow fire which was surrendered. As fast 

as each ship comes into column,this advantage is given up. When 

the enemy's frt it, is 1d00 yds off ,half the evolution is performed, 

half the fleet are in column standing toward the ene!ny,the other 

halt in column sthnding parallel to his front. The fleet that is 

able to hold on to its 1 ine ab yeast and full artillery fire to the 

last mom Ant, that is, that is capao l.e_ or performing the evolution 

descriuedunder all conditions,will have gained a decided advantage) 
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y ) and that whether the eney c cnt inu e in 

line abreast till the moment of con-

tact or feels obliged to form its or-

of attack at a greater distance. 

If the enny continue in line ab reast 

your ships have o een drawn more and 

more away from the fire of one flank, . 
---> — _.,`

and your own fire more and more con-

centrated on a portion of his l ine,with the act vantage in pvospect 

of f it In by his flank. If he has already formed an orcer of col-

umns for attack,you retain your full artillery fire till the fast 

mo:rient,and as your fleet crosses his front, (if it do so) ii, keeps 

up that fire in a diminishing  ratio until the last sty 1p is in col-

umn. Piainly,however,if the enemy had already developed his plan 

so tar as to f o rrn (P I)') two columns attack before you begin your 

manoeuvre, you would be at lio erty to pass on either flank. Not 

the least of the advantages held by a fleet whose experience ena-

bles it to manoeuvre rapidly and with precision at a critical mo-

ment,is that it can conceal its plans longer,and develop them e~3~ 

so as to leave the least chance for the opponent to counteract 

them. This advantage is greater at, sea when the plain and open 

character of the field of action, leaves scarcely any other con-

cealment for a lead'r's plans than the chambers of his u rain. 

Beginning then at 320() yds,or a little over a mile and a half, 

to make the formation in gnestion,at 1h00 ycis half your fleet will 
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have their broadsides concentrated upon such point as you wish in 

the enemy's order,together with the bow tire of the leading ship 

of the fleet.  The rear ships in the line ahead will find their 

fir on the probable point of concentration,much masked,but will 

use it as previously instructed by the admiral on the other flank 

of the en envy, or what would be better still. , reserve it for l of t 

wing of enerv. 

If the leader of AB pref er,as he probably would, to attack with 

double column,a front of two ships,the ship A woula have 20n yds 

less distance to steam, (1 minute less time) to reach her place in 

column. This difference is nor, worth considering under all the 

conditions  of the case as affecting the distance at which the evo-

lution will be begun,and. could scarcely be correctly estimated. 

The effect of forming double column from the flank wouldb e that 

the close distances in line abreast can Be maintained,when wheel-

ing together,whil e in making the second wheel in successi on to 

come into double  column, the ships forming alternately in rear of 

one or other column are at double distance t roan their i nmediate 

leaders which makes the evolution less hazardous. On the other 

hand the intervals in double column will ae increased t,o 400 yds. 

Four hundred yards equals 1 minute in time at twelve knots; 

double column cannot be pierced. 

Let us pass on to analyze the formation of columns of squad-

rons while advancing towarc the ensny in line abreast to see with 

what ease it can be done arid how far the line abreast may be kept. 

such a 
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(Two extreme cases of Breaking from Line into c of umn,viz : single 

c oltenn and c olmmn of d iv is ions with widest front.) 

0 The fleet, of nine ships is steaming in line anreast at 200 

yarn intervals. H'rorlt 1300 yards. Five ships will form the van 

squadron,which will b? in this case the Right, t.n; Front. 

The four left ships must, each ue transferred four intATvals, 

(R()0 4rar(1S 
) to the ri t,making two successive wheels, i irst right, 

than lest. Usin g; the same figures as before,each of these wheels 

will take 1k minutes (together 3 minutes )from time of putting helm 

down. 

Scale 41 old 

, r~00yds =3200 

l 000f t = 333' 

\ :1332 
9,1)

7 ' f  _ _ 700. 233 = X32 
_ - rte --v - 

- 
-- -- - 

, 

B 8„ 
/dj' & 7 I J 234yd s

I'he t,wo wheels independent of any other movement will 

Love each ship 1700 feet to tight,and 1700 feet to the front. 

(See Fig); that is 5 ti yards in each nirection. i'bere will 

ramain (800 - ndti) 234yds to oe gained to the right to bring 

each ship astern of her proper l Bader, thi s is the space B' B' 

in the figure (Fig). Allowing for speed to have been reduced 

in the wheeling to 9 knobs, we will give 1 minute for traversing 

this space. The total tine for performing the evolution will oe 

then 4 minutes. 



I)uring this time the vary squadron 0' and the fleet Cl) have 

each been advancing towaro each other at the rate of 12 knots,l.E;. 

1h00yas in four minutes. In order that, the evolution may be com-

plete by the time the van d0 meets CI), it, must be begun at a dis-

tancQ of 3200 yarns. 

During the tour minutes the van advances as has been said 1d0~~ 

yards; the rear gins to the f ront, in its two wheels, o"yds. Hence 

the space separating the troo squadrons in column will be (1'00 -

~'h) 1034 yards,half a mile,the movements of the screws of the 

ships not having been ast Prn. This space will  be covered by the 

rear squadron at 12 knots in 2* minutes. If this interval be con-

sidered too long to intervene b et' eri the shock o i the first and 

second  squadrons on the enemy's line, the van squadron o y slowin g

down to H knots can reduce the interval py 400 yards 1 min,and 

leave itself still 4_00 yds in which to meet the enenw at maximum 

sued. One and a half minutes only will intervene n et,ween the 

n 

1 

shocks of the two squadrons. 
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From these two examples there seems no reason to thing that 

the formation in line cannot be chaffiged, into any other pro?able 

more of attack,with sufficient quickness and order,by a thoroughly 

well equipped fleet accustomed to act together,andunmenac ed by a 

force of Rams watching to strike at a flank mov enent. The ques-

tion of the elf ect of such a d ivision of lighter vessels,nou Lien 

down to the very precise movements of the ships of the 1 ine,upon 

such flank movenents,must be considered later,either their own 

r ead , or in the discussion of the comparative advantages aria d is- 

advantages,undPr all points of view,of different orders for battle 

The mention of any such order up to the present has oeen only cas-

ual,and only,as far as connected with the question of the o est 

primary o-'de_r,while the fleets are approaching one another but not 

yet in striking distance. This primary ord?r has now been dis-

cussed under .f our heads. 

First. How to obtain the utmost advantage for each ship. 

Second. How to obtain the utmost advantage for the Fleet as 

a whole,in the use of its as yet only available weapon,the Gun; 

combining at the same time with this offensive poser the presentin . 

pf i the smallest and least favoraule target to the foe. 

Third. The obtaining mutual support among the ships of the 

fleet. 

Fourth. The keeping withal the power readily to change this 

order to another more suitable for attack and concentration at 

close qua ters; i. e. f aril ity for manoeivring, or a reasonaoly open 
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r'ifth. ihat this pliable open order should not involve such 

inii val_s as wou ld lay the fleet needlessly open to separation 

while in it,or to attack while trying to pass another ord' r. 

This examination has o een confined wholly to the ships of the 

1 ine,and has resulted in my mind in favor of the line ab reast, o r i. 

slight modification of it,as most suitable for a primary order for 

a limited number of ships. As the number is increased,the front 

becomes more extensive and the extreme changes of formation which 

have been analyzed must bA made at greater and treater aistancns 

from the en env; and this,having regard to conditions or firing at 

sea,amounts to saying that they become less ana less feasiole. 

There is therefore a limit in the nature of T-hins to the extent 

of front, independent of the numo ers of the fleet.  A thin line of 

ships must not be iridefinir,Aly spun out; ano a point will oe speec 

ily reached when the growing separation of the flanks must o e met 

by strengthening the centre which connects r,hern. ibis surplusage 

of ships over the number that can ad vance in l me ab yeast, though 

by no means iaentical with a reserve,bring5 us to our sixth point, 

the disposal of the reserve, when advancing in line. 

The purpose of a reserve is to have a force at hang ready to 

throw into the scales when they are tremb! ig on the balance or 

when the defeat of the eneny is to oe changed into disaster. It 

should therefore e so placed as to o e as little exp used as may be, 

and yet capacile of aeing carried rapidly to any probably critical 

point. Regard must be had noth to your own intended point of at-
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tac k,anci to the weak points of your formation as inviting attack 

f ram the enemy. 

The conditions of the sea do not afford shelter such as on 

land may determine the posting of a reserve. A central position, 

nearly underway b etwPPn the two flanks of a 1 in P abreast, suf f i-

c i ently far to the rear to l s en the danger from shot and shell 

and not so far distant as to be liaDle to be cut off or seriously 

threatened before the lines mPPt,will best meet the conditions. 

As I do not present the reserve in such position in a diagram,I 

would like you to re!nemDer it. 

If your intention is to continue on in line aDret~st ana meet 

your QnPany in that order,a wholly unscientific,not to say Darbar- 

ous,attack,you will change the position of the reserve. 1t must 

b e brought nearer the main body and must not be left  in the centre 

if the enemy comes on in the same order; for you are meeting him 

on equal terms and if you throw in your reserve it ceases to be 

such,even though it be strengthening part of your order. Its 

place would be on one flank, somewhat to the rear ,where it would be 

sheltered from all but chance shQts,far enough to judge accurately 

of the state the enemy is left  in by the encounter, but not tar 

enough to be cut off. Having in view the chance of profiting by 

his disorder to attack his flank,it would naturally be in column o 

or slightly echeloned,so that a whQel of riot over U° would be 

enough to bring it in line abreast. 
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in order tc determinethe distance of the reserve,00th on the 

flank ana to the rear,we will remember that it is composed of 

throe iron clads which, if there be any cho ice,wi l l be the fastest 

and strongest in the fleet; the duty of the reserve calls special—

ly for high speed. To bring an equal force against these three, 

under the best circumstancPs,the three nearest ships of the enemy 

in line abreast must instantly on clearing your own main line, put 

their helms over. In a minute and a half they will all be 333 yas 

in rear of your line and the nearest 233 beyond the reser~'e h ank-

the farthest 400 y(Is in his rear. In the same l min the reserve, 

if maintaining the normal speed,l2 knots,wil l have passect forward 

400 yds. Consequently if the enemy attemptect such a move,his flat 

flank ship coula only meet the reserve if it were (400+333) 733 

yards in rear of its main line and not jnore than 233 on the flank 

Granting the enpmtir's t lanker to have 12 knots speed on completinr~ 

his wheel (which he coula not) 400 yards more on the flank would 

give the reserve a minute more to a<tvance. Let, us say then for an 

extreme case 733 yards to the roar and (400 +233) d33 on the 
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flank and to hake the position quits safe 'riot! yarns to the rear 

and 8O on the flan. (Echelon leaving the rear ships of reserve 

on other flank of their lender wou.lc give more time). 

In the very probable event of the enemy attempting to pass by 

coimmn between the flank B and the reserve R,thus concentrating by 

defiling on B and cutting oft R,it is to be noted that the proba-

ble course followed oy AB to counteract this move would be to ad-

vance into column from his right flank K. In that case the re-

serve R,will be 10?'() yards from th e angle B,while the rear ship A 

is 1800; R will theref orc have no d.if t icn1 ty in j oining the column 

An alternative course would oe to move forwarc the left flank 

forming echelon on B bringing the batteries of the left  vessels to 

Dear more fairly and longer on the approaching column. In this 

c as K must slow down and R will have no d if t icul ty in t o 1ning the 

rear of the echelon. 

try our hypothesis of lh knots maximum speed the reserve has a 

reserve spedd of a knots in excess of the main line; but this ex-

cess will not be sufficient, to ensure his gaining the rear of the 

line before the enemy's van passes it,. If the commander of ih in-

tends to keep straight n in l ine,and with undiminished speed in 

any event,he cannot leave his reserve so tar off. 

It may o e noted that a column that succeeded in d of i l ing by 

the flank of a 1 ine,would be tempted to keep some distance off am 

not to risk its ac'vantages of artillery concentration oy coming 

within torpedo range. 
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If the enemy make his attack in any order of columns,the re-

serve will naturally be on the opposite flank of your own,or at 

least so far as to be out, of harm's way f r om the immediate colli-

sion.  If however the chances of the day are such that you have 

sub~ected part of your own force to concentration by the en~rr,th'~ 

reserve may be needed to save it. Thus if you have allo a an 

enemy's column to file past your flank,the reserve may partly re-

deem the day by forming in column close behind but not on the ex-

t,rpme of the flank th neatened. In the figure CI) is filing  past 

y D

T T ? T T T T T Ta 

I R' 

T 

the flank B 

77L;

with the advantages indicated b of ore. In such a case 

the reserve must cease from its first, obl Pct of keep .ng out of 

harm's way and must support the th?atened flank as well as possi-

ble; under cover of the main line it can form column at R. If on 

the other had the ener,r attack in column of squadrons C' l ' ,the 

reserve must again be placed so as to be ready to support ships 

possibly crippled and to annoy the enemy as far as possible as he 

pass ps to the rear. (The position R' should be more to the rear 

i 
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than R - and proportionately on the flank) - ana in both cases the 

reserve coltinn should be in rear of an interval in the main line. 

In case the enemy has made a successful concentratiun,the reserve 

must, be called on to support the part threatened. 

Advancing in col inn the position of the re-erve would be on 

the off flank and near the roar of the column. The rear of a col-

umn is recognized as its weak point,mainly if not wholly from the 

fact that to be supported from the van,the ships must turn round. 

Consequently in former fleet actions the rear was the ob ect of 

attack,and when such attack developed,it was usual to meet it by t 

going about either together or in succession. Here must be noted 

however, that the rear of such a column was really a f lank, and so 

accessible. It would oe nearly impossiole to reach the rear of a 

column approaching your front, now. In a column of Id00 yards 1 one; 

maintaining a speed of 12 knots,r,hQ van ships would nP'd 2* nln-

utes to turn round, jnord er tp . o e F~ointedtar for the rear, involv-

ing a loss of speed o 3 knots at the end of the evolution; where-

as in the same time the rear would have advanced toward the van 

1000 yards,had the attack been forward. To this is to b e added 

the possibility of confusion which attends any change of order 

made under fire,and particularly a going about together,which is 

the speediest means of carrying the required help. 

Such a position that after wheeling 90 a slight acvance would 

brim; the reserve up with the rear,would be most generally suita-

ble. Using the figures heretofore employed,we find that a wheel 
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of :i() of the res ery e toward the anal n column would take l minutes, 

involving an advance of 333yds and a transfer of 233. In the same 

time the rear advances 60O yds. If then the reserve were 233 yds 

on the flank and 2034 ahead of the rear ships, a wheel of n points 

would bring it right on the rear. We may c one J.ucle that a position 

of 400 to X00 yds on the off f lank, and the same ahead of the rear 

ships would be generally suitable. If however the attack of your 

n main column be directed on the enemy's centre in-

tending to penetrate it, the reserve must form in 
T 

rear of the main column of attack. It may be in 

' "lose c onnection, or possibly so far separated as to 
~, 

'1 
give it, a c J.a.}r~r view of casualties that have 

followedin track of the columns. 1 uo not my-

slef favor such separation. (Speak here of sep 

antion between the columns of squaororis as being a large detach-

men$,. ) 

The positions assigned to the reserve are such as care oe easi-

ly maintained in line abreast and can no readily wined by the 

reserve in case of change of order. In fact the only di ff icul Q,, 

perhaps impossiole,change of position is that which .move; the re-

serPe from the rear of the centre to the flank in a line abreast, -

which can only be done while the speed of the main Doay is very 

moderate. (At 12 knots it cannot be d cm e. ) 

The question of the speed to he maintained in a general action 

or in different phases of it naturally arises here. The first 
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general consideration which pre'ents itself is thati,while advanc-

ing and before developing your intended attack,your approach may 

be slow, in my 3udgment should not ne very fast; unless special, 

want of order in enemy. Other things tieing equal,mooerate speed 

is conducive to good firing; and to precision and safety in Tnanoeu-

yr ing. As soon wee as you develop your attack however, tti e, 

greatest speed that can be kept with safety should be employed,to 

thwart as tar as may he any attempts of the enemy to counteract 

your plans. This should be carried so far as to give him no clue 

to your purpose by any previous dispositions. 

sa~ry to say that you must make no calculations 

approach except such as may fairly oe based on 

It is hardly  n ec es-

upon his rate of 

necessary 1 imita-

Lions - such as ossiole speed in good order,conditions of wind 

and sea &c. You cannot, as a rule count upon what he may choose 

to do,t,hough even here knowledge of the personal character of the 

enemy's admiral, and of the ' f iciency et his fleet are legitimate 

elements in your elan s; (as they were in Nelson' s. ) 

The discussion so far has peen conf in ed to f l e is of iron 

c J. fists , ships of the 1 ine, only; vessels of the same class and c onse- 

quence even if not homogeneous in type. It will 1 think tend Uo 

clearness to have discussed separately such an asse*nbly of ships 

for combined action,without, supposing it attended oy the i ight~r, 

swifter and less costly ships which I have included under the gen-

eral name of Rams. Under any sirs imstances. the ships of the line 
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are the back none of the fleet,indeed it may ae said the very 

fleet itself; other vessels are adjuncts to them; necessary ad-

jnricts,it may or may not be said,out still ad incts. Refore ex-

amining the effect which the presence of such adjuncts en either 

or uoth sides,may have upon the possiollities,in the way of manoeu 

vring, f or the ships of the l ine, it will o e well to fix the sphere 

and uses of the Rams; and hence their necessary,®r best position 

in an order of battle. 

The general character and functions of these ships have al-

ready been stated sornPwhat at large. They are exceptionally fast 

h ips, f itt,ed for c1 ose action with either ram or Corp edo, or Do th. 

Their use will t? e t,o movp,at a speed unattainable by the ships of 

the line (at .last in good order) for a rapid attack,lst.eit,her 

upon a naturally weak point in the enemy's order as the flank or a 

line or the rear ships of a column; or 2nd.upon sane fauLty, or 

transiently exposed, order such as a flank movement; made too near; 

or 3rd.upon some weak point developed in the enemy's order by your 

fire,or your manoeuvrin; forcing hi;l toachange of order,always a 

critical moment. 

They thus chiefly open the way f or the ships of the line to 

attack with advantage,or they snatch up any transient opportunity 

made by the latter,improving it and turning it, to a permanent gain 

They may also De found , on further examinat lon , to have a useful 

place in the main attack guarding or strengthening points of the 

order ( o f attack). 
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(Cavalry is good at the beginning, in the cniddle,andat the end 

of an action. JOMINI. ) 

Although a repetition,! will say here again that such a type 

o I snip, of aD~ut 4OU tons,will oe oetter f ittec for this service 

than the ships of the ling; oecause faster,less ti 9d cioWn to order 

and less loss to the fleet,and in money,if cut off or crippled. 

As to their position thes' ships must .not,l.ike the reserve,be 

kept to the rear. On the contrary they must be as near as possi-

ol e t,o the enemy so that if needed,they may reach him as rapidly 

as may oe; on the other hand they must not De in the way at the 

ships of the line; must not hamper them eitrer in their i ire, thei r 

manoeuvres or their att,ack,and must as far as possiole support any 

weak point or the lin-P,must oe close to the line,yet not in the 

way.. 

tieing; subsid iary, they cannot De allowed to aeuermin e the main 

features of any order ad opted, thou; they may possio ly induce mod-

ifications in it. Therefore ha'ing decided that the line abreast 

is nest for snips of the line,for the first advance and while con-

fined to the gun,we will not change it to suit the Rams; out will 

simply examine what is the best place for them in connecUion with 

it. 

H'or the development of their offensive power individually it 

is essential that they should have f rye access to the enemy's or-

der in all its parts,while for the exertion of their united powers 

they should oe together. 
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A position in front or the line n eing our, of the question, be—

cause masking the fire of the g ns - there will remain for consic-

eration the rear of the line and the flanks. 

The roar of the line will allow the Rams to get at the enemy 

either by passing through the intervals between the ships of the 

line or oy passing round the f lariks, either of which mov P►rnnts t,he,i-

can make by their far great,er speed. Passing through the inter 

vals,however,necessarily wrings with it, the shutting down the lire 

of the main line,which may not follow in case of passim; rounci tt~e 

flan ts. In other words, if in rear of the 1 ine, the rams will ad-

vance more easily,and with less em'~arrassment to the srips,D,y oe-

inf; stationed behind the flan~,than from behind the centre of the 

line. If numerous, however, th e rams stationed o eh ind a flank must 

either bP drawn up in column which will greatly increase the dis-

tan ~e of the rear rams from the enemy, (nesides the other vices of 

a col~..Unn as a formation under fire); or else must spread do tar 

along toward the centre as to necessitate some of them passing 

through intervals. This would seem to compel dividing them into 

two parts,one to be stationed behind each Ilank,if the rear of the 

line be chosen as their post. 'faking the number of rams,six,as-

signed by our hypothesis to the main body of nine ships of the 

l ine, two o eirig in the Reserve, three stationed in rear of each 

flank could pass round the f.larlj,or ai, worst through the extreme 

int,Arval,with. ease. 

Placing the rams in rear of any part of the line, however ,has 
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disadvantages as compared with placing them in,or nQarly in the 

prolongation of the line. It, is a gild kind of column formation, 

placing ships behind others when unCler artillery fir ; thus deop-

ening the targQt,which should only be done when unavoic ate l.e. r'ur-

thQrmore the fire of the eriany's ships of the line will naturally 

be directed nairily against i:,ho se of their own cl ass , anct you sho ld 

not Give them the chance of hitting one of to nirds with the same 

shot. taut it they c;o give any atention to rams on the flanks, so 

much is diverted from the iron clads. or all these reasons, rams 

are b ett,er on the flanks. 

(vVhy not have the Ram and the Torpedo goat (sea-going torpedo 

coat) auxiliaries aS it ware 

A Iron-clad 

N Ram 

C Torn en o-b oat. 

to the ship of the line thus? 

i A 

Li 
C 8 

That is to say Qach heavy ship of the line has these powerful 

ad3uncts. The latter oparat,e from under the cover of the heavy 

ship. They form together a very strong group for offensive and 

cefensive operations. They move togAther as a unit. This is 

merely suggestive. S.ri.L. ) 

My opinion on this is that it is better to combine the differ-

ent classes of units among themselves,rather than with the other 

units. i.e. Rams with rams c. Theses groups of vessels of dii f Br-
ent kinds were t,rled. 
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There are further reasons. Ii in 'ear of the line they must 

DC close to it so as to he near the enemy, and must het out of' the 

way when any flank movement is made. Mso,as has been pointed our 

th P weak point in the mutual support of ships drawn up in line 

abreast, or in re-entrant angle are the flanks of the line (the two 

flanking; ships); out when placed in rear of the ships the rams 00 

not contribute to the utmost to strengthen the flanks nor the Or-

der in general. 

There seems little  doubt that when thus advancing with front 

toward the enemy,the proper pl ;e for the rams is on both flanks, 

nearly in prolongation of the l in e. This position causes the 

l oast embarrassment to your o'wi off ense, offers fewest advantages 

to the en ny,tends to the mutual support of your fleet,and gives 

the rams fullest liberty of action. 

There yet remains to consider the older and detailed position 

of the three rams on a flank. 

The best support for a ship threatened by the enemy's ram ana 

ti fld down to her place in line,com ,as has open said ,from the 

rear. On the other halo and in opposition to this consideration, 

a ram advanced beyond the prolongation of the line is by so much 

nearer the enemy; one of the ob,~ects that condition the station of 

rams. 

If there were but one rain availaole, the support of the flank 

ship would o'verride the oth' ob ect an c Qnpel the ram to b 

placed on the outer nn rfar n+' +.hA chin' nett. with t.hr i r. 1Q n ne_ 
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Lions. 

sible to comoine both ends remgnbering that protection of the 

flank of the line of battle takes precedence of other consider.-

Let B he the left flank 

" ship of a line abreast; T a  x'

N. 
ram, p laced on her beam and 

head inb the same course. 

E is an enemy's ram steering 

a course at right angles to 

that 01 B and T. The speed 
B 

i of the line is 12 knots , that 

of E lei knots; but while B is tied down to her 12 knots,T is capa-

ble of a speed equal tto that of E. Now if E has reached such a 

position that EB"= 1* BB" it is plain that E will reach B at B'. 

T is entrusted with the defense of B against this. So long as L 

bears 4ñO or less forward of the beam from T (as in he positions 

E anc_ T & E' and T') the 1 att Pr is nearer  B's line of advance than 

E; for E" 1'" and rl"'1'" being equal,`' can al ~rays Lravel by the short-

est path T' B" . This is true of any p osi rti on on E' T' or its p ro1 cn. 

k ati on. Consequently o el ow the b ear in ~, 4~, T can, and prooauly s 

should,keep his place andt.he fleet speed;but as that hearing is 

reached T's speed should be increasQd t,o l knots, so that E cannot 

cross his bows and bet in B's path to his anno.vance and possible 

in imy. So long as T can command speed equal to that of E,the 

latter cannot cross his bows,if not permitted to draw ahead of the 

4n DParinb. If by T's neglect,E is allowed to reach the position 
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B",where E"b  T'B",the race of the two ships for N becomes equal; 

and the ship of the line must quit her place, leaving the ship next 

her unsupported, or a collision will take place in which the enemy 

will sacTifice a second class to disable one of the first class. 

The position on the b !n of the flank ship seems to b e c an- 

mandin,g as well as natural; nor is the precise distance,TI ,between 

the flank and the ram of great consequence. It should be great 

enough to make B quite at ease in case of any conflict of rams on 

her f lank,and to permit your own rams to manoeuvre reaaily,unham-

pered by the main fleet,;  but not so great as to separate them from 

it by a large time i.nterval,nor yet increase materially their dis-

tance from the enemy. (The ratio of ram speed to fleet speed is 

auout the sane as that of the hypothenuse to a side when the angle 

is 4 (1.4) The time interval by ram speed of the gap on the 

flank will therefore be he .tjtme necessary to join the main line 

if needed. If the separation be 000 yards in one minute the fleet, 

will advance 400,t,he rams 600 on a course of 4o which will give 

400 ahead and 400 to the side) . r'rom 30U to X00 yards will proba-

bly be a good interval. 

The f lank inh rams should be so far from the fleet as to mate-

rially aid the flank against torpedoes,by keeping eninies outside 

of torpedo range of the fleet. The fleet in its entirety will 

then have a very str r_g,if not quite invulneraL'le,dlsposition 

against torpedoes; the ships of the line sweeping the front with 

revolving cannon,wh iie the f lankers watch. the two sides. 
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Rif erring again to the f igure,E, f inding himself unable to 

cross `la's bows,and so reach B,may decide either to attack him (T) , 

or to pass under his stern and so get at the flank of the line. 

ThA flank defence from such an attempt should be given to a secona 

ram,which will be either astern or on the outer quarter of T. The 

latter position will o e more favorable as being in echelon and 

equally well placed to ram . It is likely the latter will not 

persist in a course which brinks no advantage; but if he does the 

second ram should (I think) bring him on a bearing oi. 45 so lopg 

as hA dogs not o so.tioing get on the inner quarter of T. (rroo-

ably as F and T approach they would turn toward each other,which 

would bring the rear ram yet more on T's quarter. T however hav-

ing B on his mind must, probably wait E's initiative) The distance 

between the Rams if in echelon neQci not ex °wed half a ninute, 300 

yards at 1H knots. (Three quarters of a minute at 12 knots). 

If the rear ram is on the outer quarter of '1', and the latter 

turn iron his cause t,o meet F,a very rapid change will be needed 

on the part of the rear ram. It woulci perhaps be better then to 

be astern, acid sheer the opposite way but in that case T loses his 

backer. The whole shows the extreme, almost superhuman quiclmess 

that must mark the ram captain. If T diverges too soon,lhe lays B 

open; if too late E rams him at his ease. His.:protection must be in 

the rear ram. it all events the echelon is best for general use. 

Assuming a distance of 300 yards and a bearing of two points, 

the interval between the rains rneasurea on the line prolonged will 
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be 1110 yards and the rear ram will be 230 yards behind the line. 

If' the same oearin be maintained for the leading ram,all three 

~-, will be in one line to be enfiladed by the nearest flank of the 

enemy; therefore the bearing of the leader from the second is made 

from points plat ins; him midway between that second and the flank 

of the line. 

The flank ships are seemingly sufficiently covered by the two 

leading rams from any side attack from ahead of the line while the 
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r''ar ram protects its leader ant H's Quarter. 

The rear ram is unprotected save by itself,andthis suggests 

that if there oe any choice it should be the most manageable of 

the r-,m oody,and at the same time the vessel whose loss would o e 

least felt in general action, however valuable otherwise (Torpedo-

cruispr). In passing it may De noted how valuable the right-ahead 

torpedo fire of the rear ram would be. 

The search for the o est arrangement andposition for the rams, 

while not so formally conducted as the examination made for ar-

ranging, the ships of the 1 re,has nevertheless proceeded on the 

same lines. We have provided or triedto provide such a position 
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as that: 

1st. Each Ram should be able to use its powers to the o es t 

advantage,by giving it open way to the enemy,while leaving the 

rest of the fleet free t,o use the guns unimpeded. At the same 

time (la) we have been ware of placing them so as to give a need-

lessly good target to the enemy. The conditions of the ram power 

however necessitate an approach to the form of a column rather 

than a line. 

2nd. The mutual support of all the vessels in the fleet h&s 

been kept, in view,anci of the whole formation only one ship (two 

viz:t,he rear rams) has nog other support than itself. 

We have now to consider whether the arrangement proposed will 

interfere with the 

3rd. condition viz: the concentration of the fleet,both ships 

of the line and rams, f or the pu -po se of making or meeting an at-

tack. 

It has been assumed before tt t such a concentration must take 

the nature of a column of some kind; as is evident enough besides, 

for the fleet is already deployed and with reasonaoly small mnter-

vais. 

For any movement forward into column the ra!ns, b eing already 

wholly away from the front al read y, of f er no impediment,. 1f a 

movement be made by the right or left flank the rams can t.ke up 

the nv direction ulso,and five of the six can form on either 

flank without the strallest difficulty. Thus if the movement were 
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by the right flunk T2 and T3 can readily place themselves on the 

right flank as can all of those at the rear of the column. T,by 

his superior speed could,if necossary,pass ahead of the column but 

it would probably be better to pass round the rear. If the rams 

were wanted on the left flank of the n v col nn,T3 cold pass 

ahead of the column with ease,being pointed fair. 

Since the raYns will not, hinder the ships of th e l m e in their 

movement,are they also in the best position for aiaing it,so as to 

bring the whole torte of the fleet to bear in the most powerful 

manner in the now t or rat ion . 
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